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Performing simulations of large-scale bio-molecular systems has long been one of 
the great challenges of molecular biophysics.  Phenomena, such as the folding and 
conformational rearrangement of proteins, often takes place over the course milliseconds-
to-seconds. The methods of traditional molecular dynamics used to simulate such systems 
are on the other hand typically limited to giving trajectories of nanosecond-to-
microsecond duration.  The failure of traditional methods has thus motivated the 
development of many special purpose techniques that propose to capture the essential 
characteristics of systems over conventionally inaccessible timescales.  
This dissertation first focuses on presenting a set of advances made on one such 
technique, Milestoning.  Milestoning gives a statistical procedure for recovering long 
trajectories of the system based on observations of many short trajectories that start and 
end on hypersurfaces in the system’s phase space.  Justification of the method’s validity 
typically relies on the assumption that trajectories of the system lose all memory between 
 viii 
crossing successive milestones.  We start by giving a modified milestoning procedure in 
which both the memory loss assumption is relaxed and reaction mechanisms are more 
easily extracted.  We follow with numerical examples illustrating the success of new 
procedure.  Then we show how milestoning may be used to compute an experimentally 
relevant timescale known as the transit time (also known as the reaction path time).  
Finally, we discuss how time reversal symmetry may be exploited to improve sampling 
of the trajectory fragments that connect milestones. 
After discussing milestoning, the dissertation shifts focus to a different way of 
approaching the problem of simulating long timescales.  We consider two polymers 
models that are sufficiently simple to permit numerical integration of the desired long 
trajectories of the system.  In some limiting cases, we see their simplicity even permits 
some questions about the dynamcis to be answered analytically.  Using these models, we 
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Chapter 1.  Introduction 
 
In computational chemistry, molecular simulations are used to reveal system 
properties that cannot be easily measured in experiments.  Reaction pathways, rate 
coefficients, and free energy landscapes are just a few examples of things that may be 
computed via standard techniques.  Currently, one of the greatest challenges in the field is 
achieving simulations of large-scale physical systems over experimentally relevant 
timescales.  In molecular biophysics, this problem is of particular importance because 
phenomena such as protein folding1 and RNA folding2, may take place at millisecond-to-
second timescales while typical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations conducted with 
modern computers are typically limited to producing nano-to-microsecond trajectories.  
With massive parallelization and special purpose machines, millisecond trajectories can 
be generated3.  Still, even with constantly increasing computational resources, collecting 
enough of these trajectories to adequately sample the various reaction pathways remains 
extremely challenging.  This dissertation concentrates on approaches to obtaining such 
long trajectories in the scope of classical molecular dynamics.   
In classical molecular dynamics, physical systems are represented by point 
particles that evolve according to Newton’s laws.  In the most detailed simulations, each 
atom in the system is represented as a particle that interacts with the other particles 
through a potential energy function that accounts for various relevant interactions—e.g. 
electrostatics, van der Waals, the interactions between bonded pairs of atoms, etc.  For 
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sufficiently large systems (e.g. proteins) however, the computational costs of such a 
detailed description become prohibitively expensive, limiting trajectories to the nano-to-
microsecond timescale.   
Many alternative techniques to brute force molecular dynamics have been 
proposed to account for the behavior of molecular systems on long timescales.  Of these, 
there are essentially two categories: Those which focus on exploiting properties of the 
system’s energy landscape to simplify calculations of particular kinetic quantities (e.g. 
the rate constant of a reaction), and those which focus on representing the system with 
fewer degrees of freedom (e.g. groups of atoms might be represented by a single particle 
in the simulation).  In the second and third chapters, we present advances made on a 
technique, Milestoning, that is of the first category; and in the fourth chapter, we present 
a set of experimentally verifiable predictions made from consideration of simple polymer 
models, which exclude explicit representation of the vast majority of degrees of freedom 
present in typical polymers. 
1.1  Milestoning  
Milestoning is a method that reconstructs long trajectories of the system based on 
observations of short trajectories that start and end on hypersurfaces in the system’s 
phase space.  Typical application of the method is justified by an assumption that 
trajectories lose memory4-6 in the time between crossing successive milestones, which 
loosely put means that the coordinates a trajectory has at the time of arrival on a 
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milestone do not affect the probabilities of transition to the various other milestones.  
When the energy landscape of the system is not particularly jagged (e.g. the dynamics are 
diffusive) the assumption is often justified for suitably defined milestones.  Indeed 
milestoning has been shown to be quite accurate for a variety of diffusive processes4, 7-9. 
With regard to milestoning, we present three findings.  First, we show that with slight 
modification of the milestoning procedure, it may be applied to processes that do not well 
satisfy the conditions that justify application of the original method.  Furthermore, we 
also show the modified method may be used to improve the method’s capacity for 
extracting reaction mechanism.  Second, we show how milestoning may be used to 
compute a timescale known as the transit time, which is a measure of the time successful 
reactive trajectories spend in transition between the reactants and products.  As the transit 
time has been the subject of many recent experimental studies10-14, the milestoning 
algorithm is poised to permit comparison of simulation and experiment where not 
previously possible.   Finally, we introduce a procedure that exploits time reversal 
symmetry to extract more information from the molecular dynamics simulations 
performed in milestoning.  In principle the technique may be used to reduce the number 
of required MD simulations in a given milestoning calculation. 
1.2  Polymer models with internal friction 
The simple polymer models discussed in the fourth chapter are the Rouse with 
Internal Friction (RIF) and Zimm with internal friction (ZIF) models.  They describe the 
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motion of an unfolded polymer in a fluid of low Reynolds number (e.g. dynamics are 
overdamped), with the difference being that the ZIF model accounts for hydrodynamic 
interactions between the monomeric units of the polymer chain while the RIF model does 
not.  While the RIF model has been studied in detail previously15-19, treatment of the ZIF 
model has been limited to qualitative discussion18.  Motivated by a dearth of adequate 
theoretical models that can be used to interpret experimental observations of the unfolded 
state dynamics of proteins, we develop the ZIF model in detail and then employ both 
models to make a set of experimentally verifiable predictions.  
With our predictions, we aim to clarify the effect internal friction has on the 
dynamics of unfolded biopolymers.  Internal friction, as the name suggests, is a frictional 
force that arises from a polymer’s intrinsic resistance to conformational change.  Treating 
internal friction as a free parameter, we investigate it’s effect on two timescales: the 
timescale of reconfiguration—which is the timescale on which monomer-to-monomer 
position vectors decorrelate—and the timescale of loop formation—which is the 
timescale on which the end monomors come into contact.  We find that while 
reconfiguration timescales have a simple linear dependence on internal friction, loop 
formation timescales exhibit a highly nontrivial dependence.  However, we show in the 
limit of high and low internal friction, loop formation times may be explained with an 
analytic model and a scaling relationship, respectively. 
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Chapter 2.  Milestoning with Coarse Memory 
2.1  Abstract 
Milestoning is a method used to calculate the kinetics of molecular processes  
occurring on timescales inaccessible to traditional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.  
In the method, the phase space of the system is partitioned by milestones (hyper-
surfaces), trajectories are initialized on each milestone, and short MD simulations are 
performed to calculate transitions between neighboring milestones.  Long trajectories of 
the system are then reconstructed with a semi-Markov process from the observed 
statistics of transition.  The procedure is typically justified by the assumption that 
trajectories lose memory between crossing successive milestones.  Here we present 
Milestoning with coarse memory (MCM), a generalization of milestoning that relaxes the 
memory loss assumption of conventional milestoning.  In the method, milestones are 
defined and sample transitions are calculated in the standard milestoning way.  Then, 
milestones are broken up into distinct neigborhoods (clusters), and each sample transition 
is associated with two clusters: the cluster containing the coordinates the trajectory was 
initialized in, and the cluster (on the terminal milestone) containing trajectory’s final 
coordinates.  Long trajectories of the system are then reconstructed with a semi-Markov 
process in an extended state space built from milestone and cluster indices.  To test the 
method, we apply it to a process that is particularly ill suited for milestoning: the 
dynamics of a polymer confined to a narrow cylinder.  We show that milestoning 
calculations of both the mean first passage time (MFPT) and the mean transit time (MTT) 
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of polymer reversal, which occurs when the end-to-end vector reverses direction, are 
significantly improved when MCM is applied, and further, information about the 
mechanism of polymer reversal may be extracted using MCM.  Also, we see the 
overhead of performing MCM on top of conventional milestoning is negligible.  
2.2  Introduction 
Milestoning4, 5, 20-23 is a method that has been used to approximate the kinetics of 
a variety processes in molecular biophysics, such as the dynamics of molecular motors24, 
enzyme substrate association9,, and protein unfolding6, helix formation7, protein 
permeation through a membrane8, which take place on microsecond-to-hour timescales—
well beyond the limits of traditional molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.  Among 
many methods4, 5, 20, 22, 23, 25-35 that propose to extend the timescales of molecular 
simulations, milestoning stands out as both exceedingly efficient, and robust.  Unlike 
methods such as Transition Path Sampling25, Transition Interface Sampling30, and Partial 
Path Transition Interface Sampling26, milestoning neither requires the system to be 
governed by exponential kinetics nor be globally equilibrated—though conventional 
milestoning does assume the system relaxes to local equilibrium in various regions of 
phase space referred to as milestones.  Forward Flux is a method that poses no 
equilibration requirements on the system, but suffers from the assumption of exponential 
kinetics and furthermore requires constructing full length trajectories of the long 
timescale process of interest.  Milestoning is most similar to the Markov State Model 
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(MSM)31-35, as both give statistical procedures for recovering long trajectories of the 
system based on observations of short trajectory fragments. However, there are 
differences in how the methods compute trajectory fragments, and differences in the 
algorithms used to extract the long time kinetics of the system.   
In milestoning, the phase space of an N particle system is partitioned by 
milestones (hypersurfaces in the system’s phase space) and the state of a trajectory is 
given by the last milestone visited.  The assumption one typically makes to apply 
milestoning is that trajectories lose memory in the time between transitions—which put 
loosely means that the particular coordinates a trajectory assumes when it arrives at a 
milestone do not affect the probabilities that govern it’s future transitions. When this 
assumption is satisfied, the transition probabilities between milestones and the probability 
distribution of lag times between transitions are simple quantities that can be plugged in 
to standard algorithms5, 20, 21 that yield many of the relevant kinetic quantities of the 
system, such as the mean first passage time (MFPT)  and the mean transit time (MTT), 
which is the mean time for the system to pass from the reactants to the products, 
assuming it never returns to the reactants after entering the transition region between the 
reactants and the products.  Fortunately, the transition probabilities and lag time 
distributions are not themselves difficult to compute, even for milestones that lie in 
regions of low probability, as the sample transitions used to compute these quantities are 
given by trajectories that are initialized directly on the milestones and followed for only a 
short period of time until they arrive at different milestones.  
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While the memory loss assumption is sufficient to ensure the accuracy of 
milestoning calculations, we note that it is not necessary.  For example, if one is only 
interested in obtaining the MFPT of a process in equilibrium, then it is only required that 
the sequence of milestones visited by a long trajectory is given by a discrete Markov 
chain21.  For ergodic systems undergoing Brownian dynamics, the MFPT is thus given 
exactly when milestones are taken as iso-commitor surfaces—surfaces where a 
trajectory’s probabilities of going forward or backwards to the neighboring milestones 
are independent of it’s coordinates on the milestone—regardless of whether trajectories 
lose memory between successive milestones.  However, finding iso-committor surfaces 
in practice is not always computationally feasible, especially for high dimensional 
systems.  Therefore in practice, milestones are typically chosen such that the memory 
loss assumption is reasonable.   
As discussed in a previous study by West et al.5, the computational gain realized 
in milestoning calculations depends heavily on how milestones are spaced in the system’s 
phase space, where closer spacing leads to shorter MD simulations and greater efficiency.  
At the same time however, trajectories are less likely to satisfy the memory loss 
assumption the closer milestones are to one another.  To remedy this conflict, we present 
a generalization of milestoning: Milestoning with Coarse Memory (MCM).  In this 
method, the phase space of a milestone is broken into C neighborhoods referred to as 
clusters, and the state of a trajectory is then given by a milestone, cluster pair: i,c( ) , 
where c is the index of the cluster that the trajectory first sampled when it arrived at 
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milestone i from some other milestone.  By describing a trajectory’s state in greater 
detail, we are able to justify application of MCM with a significantly weaker assumption 
of memory loss than what is made in conventional milestoning.  We remark that MCM is 
not the first method to relax the memory assumption, as the M1TM method previously 
has offered a procedure for doing so.  However, we show in the present manuscript that 
M1TM is but a special case of MCM.    
Another motivation for developing MCM is that the method enables one to 
analyze the behavior of trajectories in greater detail, as clusters may be associated with 
characteristic conformations and ranges of values for variables relevant to the reaction.  
Already, much mechanistic information may be extracted from directional milestoning 
(DiM) calculations, as the points on each milestone tend to be “close” (according to some 
metric on the configuration space) to a particular conformation or class of conformations, 
referred to as an anchor.  The limitation one faces in a DiM calculation though is that the 
anchors must be specified before performing MD simulations.  If it turns out the reactions 
mechanism cannot be discerned from the dynamics between the chosen anchors, the full 
calculation must be repeated (MD simulations included) with new anchors.  In MCM, the 
clusters, like directional milestones, may be defined such that the points in a cluster are 
close to anchors (though we note there are ways of defining clusters without anchors).  If 
the initial choice of anchors in an MCM calculation does not permit the extraction of a 
reaction mechanism, the clusters may be redefined in terms of different anchors as many 
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times as is desired so to permit a comprehensive investigation of the reaction mechanism, 
without requiring additional MD simulations. 
We organize the rest of manuscript as follows.  In section 2.3 we develop the 
theory of MCM and also discuss a variety of approaches to implementation.  In section 
2.4, we apply the method to the dynamics of a polymer confined to a long cylindrical 
pore, a process in which position memory does not fully decay in the time period between 
transitions.  We demonstrate that even with a relatively simple clustering procedure, the 
accuracy of milestoning calculations of the MFPT and the MTT of polymer reversal36, 37 
(the event in which the polymer reverses its end-to-end vector) may be significantly 
improved by applying MCM. Section 2.5 contains some concluding remarks, and 2.6 
contains the chapter Appendix. 
2.3  Milestoning with Coarse Memory  
2.3.1  Theory 
In milestoning, M regions of phase space (typically hyper-surfaces) called 
milestones,H1,H2,...,HM , partition the phase space of the molecular system.  The state 
of a trajectory is given by the integer index, i(t) , of the milestone it last visited, and its 
evolution is specified by the sequence of milestones visited, i1,i2,...,in ,...{ } , and the 
sequence of times spent in each state (lag times), s1, s2,..., sn ,...{ } .  In MCM, like in 
conventional milestoning, the trajectory is said to make a transition each time it samples a 
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milestone that is different than the last.  However, the state of the trajectory is no longer 
specified by i(t)  alone.  Rather, it is specified by an ordered pair i,c( ) , where i represents 
the last milestone the trajectory sampled, and c labels the “cluster” (the subregion of 
milestone i) that the trajectory sampled when it made the transition to i (Fig. 2.1).  As 
seen in Fig 2.1, the trajectory then remains in a given MCM state until it samples a 
different milestone, even if the trajectory goes onto sample a different cluster on 
milestone i.  The reasoning behind our rule for transitions is given in the next subsection, 





Figure 2.1:  1a is a schematic representation of a trajectory  that crosses 
milestones .  Each milestone is divided into 3 numbered 
regions (clusters), distinguished by their different opacity.  In 1b, the 
piecewise continuous function  tracks the index of the milestone the 
trajectory in 1a last crossed, and its value is the first index in the ordered 
pair above each continuous portion of .  The 2nd index of each 
ordered pair denotes the cluster the trajectory sampled when it 
transitioned to the current milestone. These ordered pairs define the 
MCM state of the molecular system. 
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For now, we focus on the assumptions that make MCM a rigorously valid 
description of the system dynamics, noting they are fundamentally the same as those 
justifying milestoning.  Letting ! t( )  denote the state of the system at time t, both MCM 
and conventional milestoning require that ! t( )  for a long trajectory of the system is 
given by a semi-Markov process.  That is, to say they require that: 
(C1)  The sequence of states, !1,!2,...,!n,...{ } , is given by a discrete Markov chain. 
(C2)  The lag time, sn  , between two successive transitions is a random number, 
whose probability distribution !"n+1,"n (sn )  depends only on the current state !n , and 
next state !n+1 . 
When these conditions are satisfied, the evolution of the system may be found 
through the coupled set of integro-differential equations5, 20 
p! (t) = Q!
0
t











-d #t    (2.1) 





(   (2.2) 
 K!" t( ) # T"!$"! t( ) ,     (2.3) 
 where T!"  is defined as the conditional probability for the system to make a transition 
from !  to ! , and !  represents the set of states from which a trajectory may reach !  by 
making a single transition. We remark that the sub-indices are transposed from the left 
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hand side to the right hand side of Eq. 2.3 to be consistent with conventions for these 
symbols in the literature9, 23.  Furthermore, efficient procedures for obtaining the MFPT 
and the MTT, which do not require integration of Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2, have been given in the 
literature4, 5, 20, 21, 38.  
A general approach to satisfying C1 and C2 is to choose states such that memory 
is lost between transitions.  To give this condition more precisely, we first define the 
transition kernel K!" x! , x" ;t( )  as the conditional probability density that a trajectory 
initialized at time 0 at the point x!  (in phase space) in state !  will transition directly to 
state ! , arriving there at the point x!  at time t.  We say that the memory loss condition is 
satisfied if:  
 
K!" x! , x" ;t( ) ! K!" x" ;t( ) .    (2.4) 
Indeed, as shown in Appendix 2.5.1, Eq. 2.4 is sufficient to ensure that Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 
accurately describe the evolution of a long trajectory of the system in the state space.  
Generic as Eq. 2.4 seems, it applies quite differently however to MCM and conventional 
milestoning.  Applied to MCM, it poses the requirement that trajectories starting at 
different phase space points in the same cluster have identical properties of transition, 
where as with conventional milestoning, it requires that trajectories starting at different 
points anywhere on the milestone have the same properties of transition.  
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With the fundamental equations of MCM now established, we turn our attention 
to the nuts and bolts of how transitions between MCM states are sampled, and after that 
to how clusters on milestones may be defined.   
2.3.2  Initial configurations and transitions 
We start by reviewing the standard milestoning procedure for obtaining an 
ensemble of initial configurations (which are phase space points on a milestone, in the 
context of this work) as this procedure is a necessary part of MCM.  In milestoning, the 
initial configurations on a milestone are sampled from it’s first hitting point distribution, 
which is the probability distribution over the points in phase space a trajectory may 
sample upon transition to the milestone.  A variety of procedures have been given for 
sampling this distribution4, 23. In each, configurations are sampled on the milestone under 
equilibrium conditions; trajectories are initialized in these configurations and followed 
backwards in time to the previous milestone crossed.  If this previous milestone is 
different than the milestone the trajectory was initialized on, the trajectory’s initial 
configuration is indeed a first hitting point, and it is added to the ensemble of initial 
configurations on the milestone.   
Transitions are then sampled by following trajectories forward in time from each 
initial configuration until they arrive at a new milestone.  In standard milestoning, the 
transition probabilities and lag time distributions are immediately computed from the 
statistics afforded by the sample transitions.  In MCM however, we add a post processing 
stage where in which we associate each trajectory with MCM states on the initial and 
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final milestones.  First, we define clusters on the milestones based on one or more of the 
techniques discussed in section 2.2.3.  Then, for each trajectory that exhibits a transition 
form milestone i to j, we identify the cluster, c, that contains it’s initial configuration on 
milestone i, and the cluster, d, that contains it’s terminal configuration on milestone j.  
The trajectory is then viewed as a sample transition between the MCM states i,c( )  and 
j,d( ) .  With each sample yielding a well defined transition in the MCM state space, the 
MCM transition probabilities and lag time distributions may be computed.  Provided the 
computed transition probability matrix is such that the ergodic theorem39 is satisfied (i.e. 
the state space does not have two or more subsets which are dynamically disconnected), 
Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 may be solved for the evolution of the system.  
We remark here that trajectories in MCM do not make transitions when they go 
between clusters on the same milestone.  Consideration of such transitions is unnecessary 
because as discussed above, each trajectory sampled in the standard milestoning already 
yields a sample transition between MCM states.  Furthermore, allowing transitions 
between clusters on the same milestone is problematic because there is no guarantee that 
trajectories will have sufficient time and space over which to lose memory between 
transitions.  In the clustering methods discussed in the next section (e.g. centroid 
clustering, histogram clustering) clusters are defined in such a way where the distance (in 
phase space) between points in neighboring clusters on the same milestone may be 
arbitrarily small.  
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2.3.3  Clustering  
In MCM we define the clusters on the milestones only after all MD data has been 
collected (i.e. after transitions have been sampled).  While it is certainly possible to 
define the clusters before collecting MD data, doing so is both unnecessary and 
problematic as it is possible that such predefined clusters may not be visited by the 
sample trajectories.  By waiting till after it is known what regions of the milestones 
trajectories visit, we have the have the flexibility to define a set of clusters which are all 
well sampled (e.g. each cluster is sampled by some predefined minimum number of 
trajectories).  
Of the many clustering methods that could conceivably be used, we focus on just 
three in the present manuscript: centroid, histogram, and transition memory clustering.  
While the numerical examples in the present manuscript illustrate the latter two, we still 
discuss centroid clustering as it can in principle be used to satisfy the memory loss 
assumption in MCM arbitrarily well. 
2.3.3.1  Centroid clustering 
Centroid clustering40, also known as k-means or k-centers clustering, is a 
procedure in which a set of points is partitioned into k disjoint sets S1,S2,...Sk{ } .  A point 
x, is a member of Sj  if the distance between it and the centroid of Sj , a pre-selected point 
x j
C , is less than the distance between it and the centroid of any other cluster.  
Specifically, 
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Sj = x  d x, x
C
j( ) < d x, xCl( )    !l  { }  .    (2.5) 
In application to MCM, the set of points we wish to partition are the initial configurations 
xi{ }  on milestone i, and the distance function, d x, y( )  may be any metric that measures 
proximity between the configurations x, and y (e.g. the Euclidean distance between points 
in phase space).  A common choice of centroids is one in which the within-cluster-sum of 





"  is minimized, as a number of methods, such as Loyd’s 
algorithm41, may be used to efficiently search for centroids that satisfy this condition.  
This  
Provided that the region of phase space accessible to the system may be assumed 
finite on the timescale of process, the distance in phase space between points within 
clusters may be made arbitrarily small by increasing the number centroids.  This suggests 
that as more clusters are used, the MCM assumption of memory loss may be satisfied 
arbitrarily well, potentially making MCM an exact description of the system’s dynamics 
in this limit.            
One problem with taking the distance function to be a metric on the full phase 
space of the system, such as the Euclidean distance between configurations, is that 
coordinates which do not influence the properties of transition (e.g. velocities that quickly 
de-correlate), may put a large distance between points on the milestone that have similar 
properties of transition.  As a consequence, the number of clusters needed to resolve 
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states with different properties of transition may simply be too large given sampling 
limitations.   
A better strategy may therefore be to take the distance function as a metric on a 
few collective variables which decorrelate on a timescale comparable to the characteristic 
time of transition.  If for example u1 x( )  and u2 x( )  are examples of such variables, an 
appropriate metric may be d x, y( ) ! u1 x( )" u1 y( )( )2 + u2 x( )" u2 y( )( )2 .   
Finally we mention that one problem with using centroid clustering in MCM is that it 
may give clusters which are sparsely sampled.  Fortunately, a variation of it, known as K-
Means Clustering with Constraints42 can be used to define the clusters of the milestones 
such that they are all equally well sampled by the collected MD data.  
2.3.3.2  Histogram clustering 
Histogram clustering is a somewhat cruder, but simpler alternative to centroid 
clustering.  In the method, the range of some collective variable, u x( ) , is partitioned into 
k intervals: u1,u2( ],  u2,u3( ],....,  uk,uk+1( )  that serve to define clusters on a milestone.  The 
interval a trajectory x t( )  samples at the time of transition to this milestone determines 
it’s MCM state.  We remark that there is no need to select the same variable u x( )  for 
each milestone, and that coordinates that fail to lose memory on the timescale of a typical 
transition between milestones are natural candidates for u x( ) .   
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To ensure good statistics are collected for each interval, it is reasonable to require 
that an equal number of the sample initial configurations lie in each interval.  Intervals 
can be defined that satisfy this condition by binning the set of initial configurations on the 
milestone with a fixed height histogram (Fig. 2.2) along u. 
 
 
            
Figure 2.2: A fixed height histogram in which the set of initial configurations on 
milestone i, , is binned along .  Each short line is a value of 
assumed by a sample initial configuration, and the height of each 
bin is fixed at 3 samples.  The intervals between the thick lines define 
the clusters on the milestone.  
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2.3.3.3  Transition memory clustering 
Arguably the simplest type of clustering we discuss here is transition memory 
clustering, which was first used in the M1TM method23.  In it, the trajectories on 
milestone i are grouped into k clusters, where k is the number of milestones that are 
connected to i.  A milestone j is said to be connected to i if one or more sample 
trajectories are observed to make transitions from j to i.  Each milestone connected to i 
enumerates an MCM (or M1TM) state on i, where trajectories arriving at i from j belong 
to the state i, j( ) .  
One nice thing about the method is that it may easily be combined with the 
previously discussed clustering methods.  Doing so just amounts to describing trajectories 
with slightly more complicated MCM states.  Specifically, when combining methods, the 
MCM states would be enumerated by the set of ordered triples i, j,c( ) , where i is the 
milestone the trajectory last crossed, j is the milestone the trajectory previously crossed, 
and c is the cluster (as defined by the centroid or histogram clustering methods) the 
trajectory sampled upon transition to i.  As all the information needed to associate each 
sample trajectory with such states is readily available, the combination is straightforward 
and may be preformed at no significant additional cost.  Furthermore, we note that such a 
combination may be advantageous as transition memory clustering has already been used 
to correct for the persistence of velocity memory23 between transitions, while the 
previously discussed clustering methods may be applied to correct for the persistence of 
position memory. 
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2.3.4  Extracting Reaction Pathways  
Perhaps the most significant feature of the MCM method is that it may be applied 
to further aid the milestoning method extract the reaction mechanism.  The first step to 
doing so is defining the state space in a meaningful manner.  If for example one is 
interested in the range of values a variable u x( )  assumes over the course of a reaction, a 
clustering procedure such as histogram clustering or centroid clustering should be used to 
define clusters corresponding to different intervals over u .  To ensure the memory loss 
condition is satisfied, it may however still be necessary to define clusters with the aide of 
other variables as well.  Within the context of a suitable state space, we may then 
determine the prevalence of different reactive paths.   We define a reaction path as a 
sequence of states !1,! 2,...,! n{ } , where !1  is contained in the set of states designated as 
reactants, ! n  is in is contained in the set of states designated as products, and all 
intermediate states are neither in the products or the reactants.  The absolute probability 
of any particular reaction path is then simply:  
p !1,!2 ,...,!n{ } = T!n!n"1 ...T!2!1 dtQ!1 t( )0
#
$ ,                                    (2.6) 
where the integral gives the total volume of probability passing through !1 , and is 
computed with absorbing boundary conditions on all products states.  It may be evaluated 
in closed form according to Eq. 3.8 in the next chapter. 
  
The problem with a path by path analysis however is that there may be infinitely 
many such paths.  We can still however answer general mechanistic questions by 
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considering categories of paths.  For example, if we wish to know what conformational 
rearrangements must occur for the system to undergo a reaction, we may ask the 
question: What does the molecule generally look like when it successfully passes over a 
free energy barrier?  In the context of MCM, we could answer this question by defining a 
milestone at the free energy barrier, and then finding for each MCM state µ  on this 
milestone, the probability that µ  is the last MCM state the system visits at the barrier top 
before going on to the products.  Correspondingly, we may obtain the MTT, and the 
MFPT for paths associated with each such µ  using the methods of 3.7.3, and an example 
in which we do so is given is in section 2.3.2.        
2.3.5  Optimal number of clusters 
Ideally, milestones would be sampled so well that the statistical noise seen in 
predictions of quantities like the MFPT is negligible, regardless of the number of clusters 
used on the milestones.  In such a case, one could calculate the MFPT using a very large 
number of clusters—so large that using any more clusters would not change the MFPT’s 
predicted value.  When the number of sample transitions is bounded however, the number 
of sample transitions that describe any one state will become increasingly sparse as the 
number of clusters increase.  To avoid statistical errors that may result from poor 
sampling, it is therefore reasonable to put a cap on the number of clusters.  One way to 
establish this cap is to simply repeat the calculation of MFPT, using the same MD data 
set, over and over for an increasing number of clusters, ceasing calculations when the 
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observed statistical error becomes comparable to the predicted MFPT.  Ideally, the 
predicted MFPT will converge to a value before the statistical error overwhelms.  We 
note for each calculation of the MFPT, it’s statistical error may be obtained using a 
Bayesian approach first pointed out by Vanden-Eijenden, et al.22, and later implemented 
by Majek and Elber4.  The only assumption required by this approach is that the lag time 
distributions are well described by exponential functions. 
2.4  Application of MCM to a model process: Polymer reversal 
We now illustrate MCM by applying it to the dynamics of a polymer confined to 
a cylindrical pore.  Specifically, we are interested in computing the timescale for the 
polymer’s end-to-end vector to reverse it’s direction (Fig. 2.3). 
This process has been used in a number of previous studies36, 37 that sought to 
evaluate the effectiveness of kinetic models, and it poses a particularly good test to MCM 
 
Figure 2.3: The reversal of a polymer, as monitored by the z coordinate of the 
polymer’s end-to-end vector, .  
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as it is a process in which position memory decays slowly with respect to the 
characteristic timescale of transitions between milestones.   
Noting that the polymer system possesses two equivalent free energy minima 
along our reaction coordinate, q ! zN " z1 , at q
mp  and !qmp  (mp stands for most 
probable), we set out to calculate the mean first passage time and the mean transit time 
for the system to pass from one basin to the other.  As with previous work36, we consider 
a homo-polymer consisting of 35 monomers, leaving the details of our polymer and pore 
model to Appendix 2.5.2.   Between the 2 free energy basins, we define 6 milestones 
which are spaced evenly along the reaction coordinate.  Further details of how milestones 
are laid out are given in Appendix 2.5.3.  
With our system thus defined, transitions between the milestones were sampled 
with the M1TM sampling procedure23,  and the statistics of transition were used to 
construct the transition probabilities and lag time distributions in an MCM state space in 
which both histogram clustering and transition memory clustering were used.  The 
collective variable we use to perform Histogram Clustering is u x( ) = z3N /4 ! zN /4  .  40 
MCM states were defined on milestone 1 (noting that it only has one connected 
milestone), and 80 MCM states were defined on each subsequent milestone.  With these 
calculations, we obtained the dependence of the MFPT (Fig. 2.4a) and the MTT (Fig. 
2.4b) on the pore radius.  Consistent with previous theoretical10, 43 and experimental 
findings11, 13, we see that the MTT exhibits significantly weaker scaling with respect to 
the free energy barrier (controlled by the pore radius36) than does the MFPT, as the MTT 
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changes by less than a factor of 2 over our range of pore radii while the MFPT changes 
by almost 2 orders of magnitude.  
 While application of MCM significantly improves the milestoning calculations 
done here, it is important to emphasize that we have not necessarily performed 
conventional milestoning in an optimal fashion.  For example, we did not seek to further 
optimize our choice of reaction coordinate.   For a well chosen reaction coordinates, 
milestoning calculations can typically be brought at least to within a factor of two of the 
a) 
        
b) 
               
Figure 2.4:    2.4a and 2.4b gives the MFPT and MTT of polymer reversal as a function 
of the pore radius (in units of bond length) respectively.  Circles are from 
MD calculations, red squares are from MCM calculations, blue diamonds 
are from M1TM calculations, and triangles are from conventional 
milestoning.   
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brute force MD predictions for simple systems where such comparison is possible.  
Examples of other reaction coordinate we could have used instead include a Steepest 
Descent Path(SDP), Minimum Energy Path, Minimum Free Energy Path, or a Finite 
Temperature String.  As computing these reaction coordinates would have added a 
significant layer of complexity to the calculations done here, we chose instead to use a 
simple reaction coordinate that has been used in a previous polymer reversal study36 and 
offers a clear measure of the reaction’s progress.  What is important to emphasize about 
the results shown in Fig. 2.4 is that they illustrate that when milestones are chosen such 
that the memory loss assumption is not satisfied, MCM can be used to significantly 
improve predictions of the kinetics. 
That memory is not lost between the milestones of our system is clear from 
inspection of the transition probabilities.  For example, when 8 MCM states are defined 
on each of milestones 2 and 3, we find that depending on the choices of MCM state!  on 
milestone 2, the value of the transition probability T!"  (where !  is fixed on milestone 3) 
can vary by as much as a factor of 38.  If all memory was lost between transitions, T!"
would be invariant with respect to the choice of MCM !  state on milestone 2.    
The persistence of memory between transitions was to be expected though since the 
autocorrelation time of u x( )  is comparable to the characteristic timescale of transitions 
between the milestones.  Fig. 2.5 shows that the autocorrelation time of u x( )— the 
characteristic timescale for the autocorrelation function  
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Cu t( ) =
u x t( )( )u x 0( )( )
u x 0( )( )2
                                          (2.7) 




! q , where ! q  is the autocorrelation time of the 
reaction coordinate.  On the other hand, the characteristic timescale of transition between 
the intermediate milestones ranges from roughly 
! q




when rpore = 2.16 .  
 
Before moving on, we make some technical remarks about our data in Fig. 2.4.  
First, calculations performed with half and twice the number of MCM states agreed 
within error of the results presented in Fig. 2.4, suggesting our predictions are converged 
 
Figure 2.5:  The autocorrelation function of  for an N=35 bead polymer in a 
pore of radius  bond lengths.  The time is normalized by autocorrelation 
time, , of the reaction coordinate, , illustrating .    
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with respect to the number of MCM states.   Second, we see that milestoning does 
achieve a substantial speed up compared to brute force, as seen is given in Fig. 2.6.  
Further, we note that application of MCM on top of conventional milestoning increased 
the overall computation time by less than .01%.  
 
 
              
Figure 2.6:   The runtime for calculations of the MFPT as a function of the pore radius.  Circles are 
the runtimes of brute force MD calculations, and squares are the runtimes of the 
milestoning calculations.  For the brute force MD calculations, we performed 4 
independent trials, in which 162 reversal events were observed in each trial at each 
radius.  64 processors (16 Opteron quad-core 64 bit processors with core frequency of 
2.3 GHz) were run in parallel with a master-slave load balancing algorithm.  On the 
same hardware, the MCM calculations were obtained by requiring that all allowed 
transitions between the M1TM states were sampled by a minimum of 600 trajectories.  
Fig. 4 was generated from the same data of these calculations.     
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2.4.1  Analysis of the statistical noise 
In our example of polymer reversal, we were able to sample as many trajectories 
as were needed to keep the statistical noise of our MCM calculations small (relative to 
the predicted quantities) while still achieving a sizeable speed up compared to brute force 
molecular dynamics simulations.  We now investigate how MCM performs as the 
number of sampled transitions is capped for various values of nm , the minimum number 
of samples collected for any allowed M1TM transition.  When nm  is large, we see in Fig. 
2.7 that calculations using 32 MCM states per milestone yield better predictions of the 
MFPT than do conventional milestoning calculations and MCM calculations which use 8 





That is to say that the total error—considering both systematic (Fig. 2.7a) and 
statistical error (Fig. 2.7b)—is smallest when 32 MCM states per milestone are used, 




Figure 2.7:  2.7a gives the MFPT of reversal for a 35 bead polymer in a pore of radius 
 bond lengths, normalized by the true MFPT as determined by MD 
simulations ( ), as a function of .  2.7b gives the standard deviation 
of the MFPT (determined from 32 independent calculations), as a function 
of .   A total of 6 milestones were used in all calculations.  Blue 
triangles correspond to conventional milestoning calculations. For circles, 
16 MCM states are defined on milestone 1, 32 MCM states are defined on 
subsequent milestones.  For red squares, 4 MCM states are defined on 
milestone 1, 8 MCM states are defined on subsequent milestones. 
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considering just the three options presented.  However, we see the trend that as the 
sample set becomes more diminished (i.e. as nm  decreases), the number of MCM states 
that minimizes the total error decreases.  For example, for nm ! 32 , the total error is 
smallest when 8 MCM states per milestone are used.  Since the same MD data may be 
used to obtain the MFPT for both the case of 8 and 32 MCM states per milestone, it is 
fortunately not a problem to do the calculation for both choices and to then select the 
result with the ideal balance of statistical and systematic error, which, as discussed 
section 2.3.5, may be gauged by the ratio of the statistical error to the predicted MFPT.  
2.4.2  Analysis of reaction paths   
We would now like to learn about what structural rearrangements are necessary in 





 must the system assume at the free energy barrier before it may proceed to the 
products?  To address this, we define 5 milestones in the system, where milestone 3 is 
placed at the free energy maxima located at zN ! z1 = 0 , and the others are spaced evenly 
over the transition region between the 2 free energy basins.  We then compute the 
probability that each MCM state on milestone 3 is the last MCM state the system visited 
before moving on to the products (Fig. 2.8).  We then compute the MTT (Fig. 2.9a) and 
the MFPT (2.9b) as a function of the last MCM state visited at the barrier top.   
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Figure 2.8:  For each data point, the value of  gives the location of a cluster center for some 
MCM state (recall that each cluster is defined as an interval of  values), and the 
value of P is the probability of the MCM state being the last MCM state the system 
samples on milestone 3 before going on to the products.  Green and blue squares were 
determined from long MD simulations, while the red circles and orange circles were 
determined from Eq. 3.38 in section 3.7.3.  Note that since we have used both transition 
memory clustering and histogram clustering to define MCM states, there are 2 types of 
MCM states on the milestone 3: Those which can be accessed by trajectories making a 
transition from milestone 2 ( ), those which can be accessed by trajectories 
making a transition from milestone 3 ( ).   The equilibrium probability of a 
trajectory at milestone 3 being in any state is constant (shown by the dark purple line).  
This is a consequence of using a fixed height histogram (fig. 2.2) to define clusters.  





Figure 2.9:  As with Fig. 2.8, for each data point, the value of  gives the 
location of a cluster center for some MCM state, and the value of t in 
2.9a is the MTT exhibited by trajectories for which the final MCM state 
sampled at the barrier top is the one associated with the data point, while 
the value of  in 2.9b is the MFPT for such trajectories.  Eqs. 3.44 and 









 typically exhibits a substantial contraction compared to the values seen in 
equilibrium, and that MCM captures this effect with surprising accuracy.  From Fig. 2.9 
we also see that MCM accurately captures the timescales associated with the various 
pathways through the barrier.  Of potential experimental relevance is the fact that the 
MTT (Fig. 2.9a) exhibits a near one to one correspondence with the last barrier state 
visited over a wide range of values.  This suggests that accurate measurements of the 
transit time could in principle be directly associated with the reaction mechanism.  The 
MFPT on the other hand is roughly constant across all reaction paths, indicating 
measurements of it would give very little mechanistic information.  The relative 
constancy of the MFPT does not come as a major surprise because the time our system 
spends on any successful reaction path is orders of magnitude smaller than the time spent 
fluctuating about the reactants.  
  
2.5.  Concluding remarks 
We have introduced a simple generalization of milestoning, MCM, which may be 
applied on top of any the current milestoning methods without changing how transitions 
are sampled between milestones and without changing any of the fundamental 
milestoning equations.  The only difference the method introduces is a post processing 
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stage in which trajectories exhibiting transitions are associated with MCM states based on 
their coordinates at the times of transition, and or the identity of the milestone they 
previously visited.  We have suggested a number of clustering procedures for defining 
MCM states, and have shown in particular that when Transition Memory and Histogram 
Clustering are used in combination with each other, MCM accurately recovers the 
dynamics of a system ill suited for conventional milestoning calculations.   
At this point it is worth noting that the method of Directional milestoning4, 6-9, 44 
(DiM) provides a means of ensuring milestones are spaced far enough apart such that 
memory loss may occur between transitions.  However, there are still several advantages 
to performing DiM with MCM.  First, as discussed in section 2.2, MCM may help with 
the extraction of the reaction mechanism.  Second, in DiM calculations, it is necessary to 
specify the states of the system (i.e. directional milestone) before any calculations are 
done.  If the memory loss condition is not sufficiently satisfied for the choice of 
milestones, the calculation, including MD simulations, must be repeated.  MCM on the 
other hand does not require specification of the state space until after all transitions have 
been sampled.  Even then, one is not limited to specifying a single state space.  If the 
initial choice of state space proves inadequate (e.g. calculations of the MFPT show 
significant disagreement with the MFPT obtained when a finer version of the state space 
is used), one may simply try calculations in a different state space, without having to 
repeat any molecular dynamics simulations. 
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A number of important questions regarding this method still remain.  What 
problems are not well suited for MCM?  What clustering techniques offer the best 
balance of computational efficiency and accuracy for what classes of MD problems? 
Answers to these questions will only emerge after MCM has been applied to a greater 
variety of systems.            
2.6  Appendix 
2.6.1  Validation of the memory loss assumption  
Here, we show that Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 may be obtained from Eq. 2.4 in the general 
MCM state space.  We closely follow the derivation of Kreuzer, Elber, and Moon6, which 
established Eqs. 2.1 and 2.2 in context of conventional milestoning. 
We start by defining Q! x! ,t( )  as the probability density that the system assumes 
configuration x!  at time t.  In terms of initial probabilities and the transition kernel 
defined in section 2.2, K!" x! , x" ; #t( ) , it may be written as 
 Q! x! ,t( ) = p! x! ,0( )" t +( ) + dx# d $t Q# x# , $t( )
0
t




' , (2.8) 
where p x! ,0( )  is the initial probability that the system assumes configuration x! , and 
S!  is the region of phase space occupied by the cluster that defines state ! .  
Before proceeding, we observe some definitions:  
Q! t( ) " dx!Q x! ,t( )
S!
#  ,                                (2.9) 
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p! t( ) " dx! p x! ,t( )
S!
#  ,                                (2.10) 
K!" t   x!( ) # dx"K x! , x" ,t( )
S"
$ ,        (2.11) 
where K!" t   x!( )  is the conditional probability density that a trajectory initialized at x!  
in !  makes a transition directly to !  after a time t.   When K!" t   x!( )  has no 
dependence on x!  (e.g. when the memory loss assumption is valid), we just write it is 
K!" t( ) . 
Now, integrating both sides of (A1) over the cluster that defines state ! , and 
applying the memory loss assumption Eq. 2.4, we obtain 
dx!Q! x! ,t( )
S!
" = dx! p! x! ,0( )# t +( )
S!
" + dx! dx$ d %t Q$ x$ , %t( )
0
t






( . (2.12) 
Using Eqs. 2.9-2.11, Eq. 2.12 simplifies to Eq. 2.2: 





( .  
Eq. 2.1 follows immediately from the validity of Eq. 2.2. 
2.6.2  Polymer and pore models  
Our polymer model consists of N =35 beads of mass m connected by N-1 springs.  
The pairwise interaction potential between adjacent beads is: 
Vbond (r) = kbond (r ! " )
2 / 2     (2.13)  
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The non-bonded beads interact via a repulsive Leonard-Jones potential representing 
excluded volume effects:  
Vnon!bonded (r) = 4! (" / r)
12 ! (" / r)6"# $%# (2
1/6" ! r) .    (2.14) 
Here ! is the equilibrium bond distance, r is the distance between bead centers, ! is the 
characteristic energy scale, kbond = 100! /"
2 , and ! is the Heaviside step function that 
truncates the attractive portion of the Lennard Jones potential. 

















2( )12 " rpore ) ,    (2.15) 
where rpore  characterizes the radius of the pore, and ! denotes a Heavyside step function.  
An equivalent pore in which the boundary is an impenetrable hard-wall has a radius: 
R = rpore + 0.66 , as determined in previous literature
36.  All reported radii are reported in 
terms of R .  
The dynamics of each bead is governed by the Langevin equation:
 
 
m!!ri (t) = !
"V
"ri
!# !ri (t)+ f (t)   (2.16) 
where ri (t) is the position of the bead, V is the total interaction potential, ! is the friction 
coefficient, and f (t)  is a random force satisfying the fluctuation dissipation theorem.  
Our data is reported in reduced units, where the units of length and energy are !  and ! .  
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In our simulations, the unit of time is t = m! 2 / " , the temperature T = 1.0! / kB , and 
our friction coefficient is ! = 2.0(" 2 / m#)$1/2 .   
2.6.3  Milestones in polymer reversal 
To be consistent with previous work36,  our first milestone is positioned at q1 , the 
reaction coordinate value that satisfies the condition: P q1( ) =
P qmp( ) + P 0( )
2
 , where 
P q( )  is the equilibrium probability of observing the system in q .  Then the remaining 
milestones are positioned at locations:  qi = q1 !
2q1
M !1
i !1( ) , where M is the total 










Chapter 3.  Computation of transit times using the milestoning 
method with applications to polymer translocation  
 
3.1  Abstract 
Milestoning is an efficient approximation for computing long-time kinetics and 
thermodynamics of large molecular systems, which are inaccessible to brute-force 
molecular dynamics simulations.  A common use of milestoning is to compute the mean 
first passage time (MPFT) for a conformational transition of interest.  However, the 
MFPT is not always the experimentally observed timescale. In particular, the duration of 
the transition path, or the mean transit time (MTT), can be measured in single-molecule 
experiments, such as studies of polymers translocating through pores.  Here we show 
how to use milestoning to compute transit times and illustrate our approach by applying it 
to the translocation of a polymer through a narrow pore.  In doing so, apart from showing 
our method to be highly accurate, we also confirm a theoretical prediction stating that the 
transit time obeys a power law scaling relationship t ! N"  with respect to the polymer 
chain length, N , where the scaling exponent, ! , is the same as the scaling exponent that 
governs the chain length dependence of another timescale observed in translocation 
studies, the escape time.  In addition to giving a milestoning procedure for obtaining the 
transit time, we also show how milestoning calculations in general may be made more 
efficient through exploitation of time reversal symmetry.   
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3.2  Introduction 
Many biomolecular processes, such as protein or RNA folding and large-scale 
conformational rearrangements in proteins, occur on time scales prohibitive of brute force 
molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. A number of approximate methods have been 
proposed to overcome this hurdle4, 5, 20, 22, 23, 25, 26, 28-33, 35, 45; of those, milestoning is a 
robust and highly efficient approach for extracting both the kinetics and thermodynamics 
of large biomolecular systems, often providing computational gains that span many 
orders of magnitude 9, 24.  Milestoning is especially useful for systems undergoing 
diffusive dynamics such that the exponential kinetics assumption, adopted by other 
related methods such as   Transition Path Sampling46,  Transition Interface Sampling30, 
and Partial Path Transition Interface Sampling26, is unnecessary.  
Milestoning provides a statistical procedure, whereby the sought after long-time 
trajectories of a molecular system are recreated by gluing together shorter trajectory 
fragments that originate and terminate on milestones (predefined regions of configuration 
space, typically hypersurfaces) placed between the reactants and products of a reaction.  
The method was initially developed for the purpose of obtaining timescales, such as the 
mean first passage time (MFPT), of processes governed by a single reaction coordinate5, 
20.  With recent developments however, it has been extended to complex systems 
possessing multiple reaction pathways4, 22, providing both reaction timescales and 
mechanistic information such as maximum-flux pathways47. 
 Most of the milestoning studies, as well as other related methods, have focused on 
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computing the first passage time from some well defined state to another.  This choice is 
closely connected to the experimental observables: Indeed, the first passage time for the 
transition from one basin of attraction (say A) to another (B) equals the inverse of rate 
coefficient for the A! B  reaction, a quantity that is directly measurable by many 
experimental techniques. Recent single-molecule studies, however, have brought to 
spotlight a different timescale: the duration of a transition event, commonly referred to as 
a transit time. Notable examples include DNA and polypeptide translocation, as 
measured by nanopore force spectroscopy 48-59, the duration of protein / RNA folding 
events as measured by single-molecule Forester Resonance Energy Transfer (sm-FRET) 
studies10-12, and the duration DNA / RNA folding events by single-molecule force 
spectroscopy13, 14.  
The distinction between first passage times and transit times is illustrated in Fig. 
3.1 Trajectories that represent samples of these times both start in a “reactant state”, A, 
and later terminate in a, “product” state, B.  However, trajectories sampling the first 
passage time will exhibit multiple failed attempts, where they enter the transition region 
lying between A and B and exit back to A, having failed to accomplish the transition. In 
contrast, trajectories which sample the transit time illustrate successful attempts at the 
reaction, as they enter the transition region and exit into B without ever going back to A.  
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Given the increasing interest in the finer details of transition paths encountered in 
biomolecular rearrangements and, particularly, in the duration of such paths, a number of 
theoretical studies of transit times have emerged recently43, 60-64.  The scope of the 
methods discussed in these studies is limited however to systems whose reaction 
dynamics in the transition region may effectively be described by a few simple properties 
of the energy landscape there, such as the frequency of the unstable mode at a barrier top, 
and the height of the energy barrier.  For large biomolecular systems possessing multiple 
complex reaction pathways, such a reduced description may fail to capture the dynamics 
of the system.  Molecular dynamics simulations that account for the relevant details of 
the energy landscape therefore represent the most general approach to the transit time.  
 
Figure 3.1:   A schematic diagram of a trajectory that passes from the reactants region 
of conformation space to the products.  The blue line represents the 
trajectory while it is fluctuating between the reactants and the transition 
region.  The red line represents the reactive portion of trajectory and it’s 
time duration gives a sample of the transit time whereas the complete 
trajectory would be a sample of the first passage time. 
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As a brute force MD simulation can be exceedingly costly, we here give a milestoning 
method for computing transit times.  
As achieving computational efficiency in molecular simulations is our general 
purpose here, we also take the time to discuss how milestoning calculations in general 
may be expedited.  Using an argument based on time reversal symmetry, we show how to 
extract better statistics from the molecular dynamics simulations performed in 
milestoning.      
 To test this method, we use it to compute the time it takes a long polymer chain to 
traverse a narrow pore65-71 and find that it agrees well with brute-force simulations and 
accurately reproduces the scaling65-72 of this time with chain length, despite significant 
memory effects73-75 present in this problem.  The rest of this paper is organized as 
follows.   In section 3.3 we discuss the milestoning method and show how it can be used 
to obtain transit times.  In section 3.4, we briefly discuss how to improve the efficiency of 
milestoning in general via considerations of time reversal symmetry.  In section 3.5 we 
apply this milestoning algorithm to polymer translocation, and Section 3.6 concludes 
with closing remarks. 
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3.3  Transit times from the milestoning method 
3.3.1  Milestoning 
We start by reviewing the standard milestoning method and the assumptions it 
makes.  In the method, one first defines milestones – regions of conformation space 
(typically hypersurfaces) that the system is likely pass through over the course of its time 
evolution. The sequence of milestones that a long trajectory visits, !1,! 2,...,! n ,...{ } , is 
then approximated by a discrete Markov chain described by the discrete-time master 
equation of the form 
p!
(n) = T!" p"
(n#1)
"
$ ,         (3.1) 
where p!
(n) is the probability of making a transition to milestone !  at step n, and T!" is 
the conditional probability to make a transition to !  provided that the system has 
currently at milestone ! . One further assumes the corresponding sequence of lag time 
between transitions to milestone ! n  and ! n+1  is determined by a probability distribution, 
!"n+1,"n t( )  which only depends on these 2 milestones.  The conditions under which these 
assumptions are rigorously satisfied have been analyzed in detail previously21.  In 
practice it has been found that milestoning gives a good approximation of the system’s 
dynamics when velocity memory is lost between successive milestones5, 20; and even 
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then,  a version of milestoning, M1TM23, has given accurate predictions of the kinetics of 
a system in which velocities of trajectories were highly correlated between successive 
milestones.    
In general, the evolution of the system in the reduced milestoning state space may 
be recovered through a coupled set of integro-differential equations5, 9, 20 
p! (t) = Q!
0
t











,d #t     (3.2) 





'    (3.3) 
 K!" t( ) # T"!$"! t( ) .      (3.4) 
Here, p! (t)  is the probability that the system is in state !  at time t, and Q! t( )  is 
the flux of probability into !  at time t.  We note that the sub-indices are transposed from 
the left hand side to the right hand side of Eq. 3.4 to be consistent with conventions for 
these symbols in the literature9, 23. 
However, integrating these equations would be an overkill if one is only 
interested in the mean first passage time of a process, as is often the case, since more 
efficient procedures for obtaining it have been given4, 5, 21, 23.  In the next two subsections, 
we give procedures for obtaining the probability distribution of transit times and the 
mean transit time (MTT).  
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3.3.2  Probability distribution of transit times 
Below we derive the probability distribution of transit times and the MTT 
assuming conventional milestoning in the special case where a reaction coordinate is used 
to order the milestones.  For more general milestoning schemes, the probability 
distribution of transit times and the MTT are given in Appendices 3.7.1 and 3.7.2 
respectively.  Appendxix 3.7.3 further gives a procedure for obtaining the MTTs 
associated with different reaction pathways in the system.        
Consider the ensemble of transition paths that cross milestone 1 at some time and 
later arrive at milestone M without ever returning to milestone 1.  Each of those transition 
paths can be split into two segments. The first segment corresponds to a transition from 
milestone 1 to milestone 2 and the second segment describes the rest of the transition 
path (Fig. 3.2). 
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  Accordingly, the transit time of a particular trajectory, tM ,1  may be written as 
tM ,1 = tM ,2 + t2,1 , where t2,1  is the time for a trajectory in an ensemble to reach milestone 2 
from 1, conditional upon never returning to milestone 1, and tM ,2  is the time for the 
trajectory to then go on to milestone M from milestone 2, also conditional upon not 
returning to milestone 1.  If t2,1  and tM ,2  are statistically independent, the probability 
distribution of transit times will be 
PM ,1 t( ) = d !t uM ,2 t " !t( )P2,1 !t( )0
#
$ ,    (3.5) 
      
Figure 3.2: A schematic diagram of a trajectory that passes from milestone 1 to  
milestone 4.  The duration of the reactive portion of this trajectory, 
 represents a sample of the transit time for this event.  The 
duration of the blue portion of the path represents a sample of the transit 
time for the event that the system goes from milestone 1 to 2.   The 
duration of the green and blue portions of the path combined represents 
a sample of the lag time, .  
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where P2,1 t( )  and uM ,2 t( )  are the probability distributions of t2,1  and tM ,2  respectively. 
The first of these two distributions is evaluated directly from the sample set of trajectories 
observed to go from milestone 1 to 2, as each trajectory in this set yields a sample of t2,1 .  
 The probability distribution of times tM ,2 , uM ,2 t( ) , can be found from Eq. 3.3 as  
uM ,2 t( ) =
QM t( )
pM !( )
,   (3.6) 
where QM (t)  is calculated with the condition that the system starts on milestone 2 and 
absorbing boundary conditions62 are imposed both at milestones 1 and M.  The absorbing 
boundary condition at the first milestone ensures that trajectories that return to milestone 
1 do not contribute to QM (t) .  Eq. 3.6 is therefore normalized
61, 62 by pM !( ) , the total 
probability for the system to be absorbed by milestone M –i.e. the splitting probability.76 
Computing the denominator of Eq. 3.6 is a simple matter.  Denoting the Laplace 
transform of QM t( )  as  !Q !( ) , we observe that the probability for the system to be 
absorbed by milestone M is 
 
pM !( ) = d "t QM "t( )0
!
# = !QM 0( ) ,    (3.7) 
where the first identity holds because milestone M is absorbing.  
We now use the identity5 
 
!QM !( ) = pTf I" !Kd !( )#$ %&
"1
pi ,    (3.8) 
where pi  is the vector corresponding to the initial milestone (in this case 
pi = e2 = 0,1,0.....,0
T ), p f
T
 is the unit vector corresponding to milestone M (i.e. 
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p f
T = eM = 0,0,.....0,1
T ), I  is the M by M identity matrix, and  
!Kd !( )  is the Laplace 
transform of the matrix Kd t( ) , which has elements Kd t( )( )!" = #!" t( )T̂!" .  Here, T̂  is 
the modified transition probability matrix specified by 
T̂!" ={  0   if  " = 1 or " = MT!"  otherwise
  
  (3.9) 
defined in accordance with the absorbing boundary conditions.  Observing that 
 
!Kd 0( ) = T̂ , Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8 give 
pM !( ) = eTM I" T̂#$ %&
"1
e2 .    (3.10) 
Using Eq. 3.7 in Eq. 3.6 thus gives  
uM ,2 t( ) =
QM t( )
eTM I! T̂"# $%
!1
e2
.    (3.11) 
Using Eq. 3.11 in Eq. 3.5, we finally arrive at   
PM ,1 t( ) =
d !t P2,1 !t( )QM t " !t( )0
#
$
eTM I" T̂%& '(
"1
e2
.    (3.12)  
3.3.3  The Mean transit time 
We now give a simple, computationally tractable expression for the MTT, tM ,1 .  
We start by expressing it as the sum: 
tM ,1 = !M ,2 + t2,1 = !M ,2 + t2,1 ,    (3.13) 
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where the time, t2,1 ! tP2,1 t( )0
"
# dt ,  can be computed explicitly from observed 
transitions from milestone 1 to 2.  The time, !M ,2 " tuM ,2 t( )dt0
#
$  can be equivalently 
expressed as 
 
!M ,2 = "
d !uM ,2
dz z=0
 , where  !uM ,2 z( )  is the Laplace transform of uM ,2 t( ) , 
given in Eq. 3.11. Evaluating  !uM ,2 z( ) , we get  
 
!uM ,2 z( ) = L uM ,2 t( )!" #$ = L
QM t( )













eTM I% T̂!" #$
%1
e2
.  (3.14) 
Using Eq. 3.8 to replace  
!QM z( ) , we have  
 
!uM ,2 z( ) =
eTM I! !Kd z( )"# $%
!1
e2
eTM I! T̂"# $%
!1
e2
.    (3.15) 
Therefore !M ,2  is given by:  
 










I" !Kd z( )#$ %&
"1
e2





where we have used 
d
dz
A!1 = A!1 dA
dz
A!1 to take the derivative of
  















= T̂!" t$!" t( )0
%
& dt = T̂!" '!"  (3.17) 
and that  
!Kd 0( ) = T̂  in Eq. 3.14, we get  
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!M ,2 =
eTM I" T̂#$ %&
"1
L̂ I" T̂#$ %&
"1
e2
eTM I" T̂#$ %&
"1
e2
,    (3.18) 
where L̂  is the matrix with elements L̂!" # s!" T̂!" , with s!"  defined as the mean lag 
time: s!" # s$!" s( )ds0
%
& . All other quantities in Eq. 3.18 were defined above. 
Defining A ! I" T̂#$ %&
"1




+ t2,1 .    (3.19) 
While our expression Eq. 3.12 for the probability distribution of transit times 
required an additional assumption that the times t2,1  and tM ,2  are statistically independent, 
Eq. 3.19 is valid even when these quantities are statistically dependent, as we can see 
from Eq. 3.13.  Finally we note that all higher moments of the transit time distributions 
are given by the identity 
 
t nM ,1 = !1( )n
d n !PM ,1
dzn
z=0
, where  
!PM ,1 z( )  is the Laplace transform 
of PM ,1 t( ) .  To obtain closed form expressions for these moments however, it is 
necessary to assume t!"  and ! "  are statistically independent.   
3.4  Using time reversal symmetry to improve sampling efficiency 
The underlying assumptions of milestoning are satisfied if the physical process in 
question loses memory in the time between transitions.  For memory loss to occur, 
physically, the first hitting point distribution (the probability distribution over the points 
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in phase space a trajectory may sample upon transition to a new state) a trajectory 
samples on any given state must be independent of the configuration it sampled at the 
time of it’s previous transition.  Clearly then, the first hitting point distribution on state !  
is the probability distribution sampled by trajectories in the equilibrium ensemble of the 
system upon arrival to ! .  If it were not, the memory loss assumption would be violated 
when the system is in equilibrium.  The first hitting point distribution on !  may therefore 
be sampled by selecting trajectories from the equilibrium ensemble of the system that are 
seen to go from any other state! , to ! .  The statistics of transition for !  may be 
computed by following each such trajectory until it arrives at another state, say ! –i.e. 
T!"  and  !"# t( )  may be computed from observation of these transitions.  But, since these 
trajectories are members of the equilibrium ensemble of the system, their time reversed 
paths are also members of the equilibrium ensemble with a statistical weight equivalent 
to their forward in time counterparts.  Therefore, each trajectory seen go from ! , to ! , 
to !  can be reversed to give a trajectory that goes from !  to ! , to ! , thereby also 
providing a sample transition from !  to !  (Fig. 3.3). 
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3.5  Polymer translocation  
To illustrate our method, we calculate the time it takes a polymer to diffuse 
though a narrow pore.  This quantity, also known as the polymer translocation time, is an 
example of a transit time because experimental studies of polymer translocation directly 
measure the time the polymer dwells inside the pore. 48-59  Computation of polymer 
translocation time presents a suitable test for our method for two reasons: First, threading 
of a polymer through a pore is a highly non-Markovian process that exhibits significant 
memory73-75 64 thereby challenging the milestoning memory loss approximation. Second, 
much of the recent work has focused on computing the scaling laws of various 
translocation timescales as a function of polymer length65-75, 77.  However, in MD studies 
that sought to report the scaling behavior of the transit time, the “escape time” —which is 
 
 
Figure 3.3:   A schematic representation of a trajectory that starts on milestone i-1 and 
passes to i+1, assuming  a conventional milestoning state space.  The 
time elapsed between first hitting milestone i and terminating on i+1 
yields a sample of , the lag time for the system to transition from i to 
i+1.  The portion of the path corresponding to this time lies within the 
circles.  The time reversed trajectory however yields a sample of , 
which corresponds to the portion of the trajectory that lies between the 
squares. 
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the time for a polymer that has translocated halfway (i.e. half of it’s monomers are on one 
cis side of the pore, and the other half are on the trans side) to completely exit the pore to 
either side—was used as a proxy, based on theoretical claims4365, 69  that the mean escape 
time should exhibit the same scaling behavior as the MTT.  We therefore seek to directly 
compute the scaling relationship between the polymer chain length and the transit time, 
and then test the claim that the transit and escape times have the same scaling behavior.  
Similarly to previous studies67, 68, 70, 71, we consider the translocation of a bead-
and-spring model homopolymer through a narrow constriction  (see Appendix 3.7.4 for 
the details of the model). The process begins with an end monomer, which we call 
monomer 1, on the trans side of the pore and all other monomers starting on the cis side 




Figure 3.4:  A homopolymer translocating through a narrow pore.  The dashed line 
represents a reflecting boundary that applies only to monomer 1.  
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  In simulations where no biasing force is present to drive the polymer to the trans 
side of the pore (which we do not include) it is conventional66, 77 to impose a reflecting 
boundary condition on monomer 1 that confines it to the trans side of the pore.  The 
average total time for the process to complete is the MFPT, and the average time for a 
trajectory to complete translocation after last hitting the reflecting boundary is the transit 
time.  We note the MFPT of translocation is a somewhat artificial quantity because a 
reflecting boundary applied to just monomer 1 is not physical.  Nevertheless, this time 
has been previously used by others 66, 77 as a measure of the translocation time and so we 
compute it for the purpose of comparison.  
The progress of the translocation process is quantified by the reaction coordinate ,
q x( ) , equal to the number of monomers on the trans side of the pore.  We then define 
milestones 1 through M as the regions in conformation space H1  through HM , where: 
Hi ! x :q x( ) = qi{ } .     (3.20) 
   
Here qi  is an integer value on the interval [0, N], and x is a point in configuration 
space.  We take q1 = 0  and qM = N  so that these milestones correspond to the initial and 
final states of the translocation process.  The remaining milestones are spaced evenly 
along the reaction coordinate between q1  and qM . 
The results of our calculations for the MTTs and MFPTs are reported, 
respectively, in Figs. 3.5a and 3.5b. Note that, while, for simplicity, Section 2 presented 
our method under the assumptions of standard milestoning, the actual calculations 
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employed both conventional milestoning and the M1TM method23 described in 
Appendices A and B.  The observations of section 3.4 regarding time reversal symmetry 










 As seen in Fig. 3.5, M1TM calculations were more accurate for both the MTT and 
the MFPT.  In particular, calculations with 5 and 9 milestones were within 7% of the 
brute force predictions, while the 17 milestone calculations (not shown in Fig. 3.5) did 
not deviate by more than 20% .  In contrast, conventional milestoning calculations using 





Figure 3.5:  Mean transit time (a) and MFPT (b) plotted as a function of chain length  
N .  The straight lines are least squares fits of the 5 milestone M1TM data 
to functions of the form .  
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not surprising given that polymer translocation is notoriously non-Markovian.73-75 , 
suggesting the conventional milestoning assumption of memory loss assumption is not 
well satisfied in our simulations.  M1TM, which partially accounts for the memory 
effects, performs considerably better.    
Power-law fits of our mean transit and mean first passage times, as a function of 
chain length N,  yield ! " N# , with a scaling exponent of ! = 2.28 ± .02  for the mean 
first passage time and ! = 2.37 ± .01  for the MTT, as determined by our 5 milestone 
M1TM calculations that include chain lengths from 21 beads to 141 beads.  We note the 
scaling exponents obtained from our brute force calculations, which include chain lengths 
from 21 to 101 beads agree within 1% of 5 milestone predictions.  From Fig. 3.6, we see 
that indeed, the transit time and escape time scaling exponents exhibit excellent 
agreement, thus supporting the use of the escape time as a proxy for the transit time.     
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  As the MFPT is strictly greater than the MTT however, our results clearly cannot 
hold in the limit that N!" .  However, if we just consider chain lengths of 101 to 141 
beads, the scaling exponents change to ! = 2.20 ± .12  for the mean first passage time and 
! = 2.34 ± .03  for the MTT, which while within error of each other strongly suggest that 
longer chain lengths are necessary to resolve the asymptotic limits of these exponents.  
While it is reasonable to extend to longer chain lengths with calculations that use more 
milestones, it is not clear that the systematic error associated with such calculations will 
permit a very accurate determination of scaling exponents.  We therefore defer an 
investigation of the long chain length scaling behavior to another work78 that uses exact 
methods of calculation and considers the results in the context of the various theories of 
translocation. 
    
Figure 3.6:  The mean transit time as computed by 5 milestone M1TM calculations 
and the mean escape time plotted as a function of chain length N .  The 
straight lines are least squares fits to functions of the form .  
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3.6  Concluding Remarks 
We have proposed a milestoning method for obtaining the probability distribution 
of  transit times and the MTT of molecular processes.  Like the case of MFPT, our result 
is given by a simple expression in closed form.  Application of our method to the 
problem of polymer translocation yielded accurate estimates of the MTT for a good 
number of milestones.  We also proposed to improve the efficiency of milestoning 
calculations by extracting statistics from the time reversed paths of sampled transitions.  
Application of the procedure to polymer translocation roughly doubled the observed 
number of sample transitions collected with a standard sampling procedure. 
While our application was to a simple problem where a good reaction coordinate 
was available, we note that our approach to the transit time equation is general, as 
discussed in Appendices A and B, and may be applied to versions of milestoning that do 
not use a reaction coordinate as discussed in the appendices.  Translocation of more 
detailed polymer models, such as proteins, has been explored in previous studies79-81.  
While these studies succeeded in shedding light on the thermodynimacs of large 
translocating polymers and the kinetics of small unstructured translocating polymers, 
they did not directly give translocation timescales for large / complex polymers owing to 
the infeasibility of applying brute force molecular dynamics simulations to the problem.  
With the transit time algorithm now available, milestoning represents a promising 
approach to obtaining the timescales of translocation for such systems 
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3.7  Appendix 
3.7.1  General approach to the probability distribution of transit times  
We now show how to calculate the transit time distribution using any type of 
milestoning—e.g. Directional Milestoning, Markovian milestoning with Voronoi 
tessellations, M1TM23, MCM82.  All of the above methods describe a trajectory by the 
sequence of “states” it passes through: !1,! 2,...,! n ,...{ } .  For example, such a state can 
be specified simply by the last milestone the trajectory crossed, or by the last 2 
milestones it crossed23. The precise nature of those states is immaterial for the discussion 
below.  In what follows, we assume states may be numbered one through M (the total 
number of states), and that Greek letters correspond to state numbers. 
The reactants and products are no longer specified by single milestones but rather 
are collections of states. Reactive trajectories start in the reactants state and proceed to 
products, possibly through a series of intermediate states, without ever returning to the 
reactants  (Fig. 3.7).  
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The probability distribution of transit times is given by a generalization of Eq. 3.5 






' .   (3.21) 
Eq. 3.21 in a weighted average over the transit time distributions corresponding to the 
different paths connecting the reactants to the products.  Here J!"  is the probability that 
that last reactant state a trajectory visits is ! , and that from there, the trajectory proceeds 
first to !  and then onto the products without ever returning to reactants.  The distribution 
P!" t( )  of transit times for the one step transition ! " #  is obtained directly from the 
MD data, while u! t( ) is the probability distribution of times t for the system, originating 
in ! , to carry on to the products, conditional upon not first returning to the reactants, and 
is given by an expression similar to Eq. 3.6: 
    
Figure 3.7:  The circles represent (abstractly) the states in the milestoning state space.  
The green path is an example of an unreactive trajectory, which returns to 
the reactants before going to the products, while the blue path is an 
example of a reactive trajectory.  
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u! t " #t( ) =
Q̂$




,     (3.22) 
where p!products "( )  is the probability that a trajectory that has started in !  will arrive in 
the products without first returning to the reactants, and Q̂!
" t( )  is the probability flux into 
the product state ! .  This flux is determined by Eq. 3.3, with the initial condition that the 
system starts in !  and with absorbing boundary conditions at the reactant and product 
states.  The splitting probability appearing in the denominator of Eq. 3.22 is given by 
Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8:  




*  ,    (3.23) 
where summation accounts for all possible final states ! , I  is the M by M identity matrix  
(recall M is the total number of states),  e!  is the M dimensional unit column vector 
whose ! th  component is  1 (all other components are 0), eT!  is the transpose of e!  
(defined analogously to e! ), and T̂  is the modified transition probability matrix defined 
in accordance with the absorbing boundary conditions:   
T̂µ! "{  0   if  ! # reactants or productsTµ!  otherwise ,   (3.24)  
where Tµ!  is the conditional probability a trajectory in !  will make its next transition to
µ .  Before moving on, we remark that Eqs. 3.21-3.23 are valid even when ! "products  
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(i.e. transitions from the reactants directly to the products are permitted), as it can easily 
be verified that  u! t " #t( )P!$ #t( )d #t0
t
% = P!$ t( )  in this case. 
To obtain J!"  we write it as the product:        
J!" = p
!
products #( )T!" Q" t( )dt0
#
$ ,    (3.25) 
where Q! t( )dt0
"
#  is the volume of probability that passes through state !  before the 
system arrives in the products, and p!products "( )T!#  represents the fraction of this volume 
that proceeds to the products through !  without returning to the reactants.  
Using Eqs. 3.7 and 3.8, we observe: 
Q! t( )dt0
"
# = eT! I$ %T[ ]$1p 0( ) .    (3.26) 
where p 0( )  is the vector of initial probabilities (i.e. its entries are p! 0( ) ), and !T  is the 
modified transition probability matrix whose entries are defined in accordance with the 
absorbing boundary conditions:   
!Tµ" #{  0   if  " $ productsTµ"  otherwise .    (3.27) 
Using the definitions  
eproducts ! e"
" #products
$ ,   (3.28a) 
A ! I" T̂#$ %&
"1
,   (3.28b) 
B ! I" #T[ ]"1 ,   (3.28c) 
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and Eqs. 3.23 and 3.26 to rewrite Eq. 3.25 as  
J!" = e
T
productsAe!( )T!" eT"Bp 0( )( ) .    (3.29) 
Using Eqs. 3.22, 3.23, and 3.29 in Eq. 3.21, we conclude  








(   (3.30) 
Interestingly, we note that the splitting probabilities p!products "( )  have cancelled out of our 
final the expression.  This does not contradict Eq. 3.12 however, because in the limit that 
milestoning with a reaction coordinate is used and the system is starts from milestone 1, 
the only conditional probability of the form T!"  is T2,1 = 1 , and the volume of probability 
passing through milestone 1, e1
TBp 0( ) , is clearly the inverse of the splitting probability, 
thus Eq. 3.30 reduces to Eq. 12 in this limit.  We further remark that while the splitting 
probabilities cancel out of Eq. 3.30, computing them is not a complete waste because as 
we shall see in the next subsection, they play into our expression for the MTT.   
3.7.2  General formulation of the mean transit time  
Similarly to Appendix 3.7.1, the MTT is given by an expression analogous to a 
result of section 3.3 (Eq. 3.19):  




% ,   (3.31) 
where t!"  is the MTT for the one step transition ! " # , and ! "  is mean the time 
for a trajectory initialized in !  to terminate in a product state, conditional upon not 
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returning to any of the reactants; and J!" , given by Eq. 3.29 is the probability that the 




,     (3.32) 
where A is given be Eq. 3.28b, L  is the matrix with elements L̂µ! " sµ! T̂µ! , sµ!  is 
the mean lag time for the one step transition from !  to µ , and e!  and eproducts  are 
defined in Appendix 3.7.1.  To obtain Eq. 3.32, we used  
 
! " # tu" t( )0
$
% dt = &
d !u"
dz z=0
,     (3.33) 




















$ .   (3.34) 
3.7.3  Computing the probabilities, MFPTs, and MTTs of different reaction 
pathways 
 Aside from computing times scales of reactions with milestoning, we would also 
like to learn something about the sequence of conformational rearrangements that must 
take place in order for a reaction to occur.  For example, if we have a system in which 
there is a large free energy barrier along the reaction coordinate, we can learn about the 
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conformational rearrangements that permit the reaction by looking at the conformational 
states the system assumes when it successfully crosses the free energy barrier.  In section 
2.4, we gave a numerical example where we computed the probability that each MCM 
state located at the free energy maximum is the last MCM state the system visits there 
before moving on to the products.  Here, we detail how to compute the probability that an 
MCM state, ! , is the final MCM state the system visits at a dividing surface before 
going on to the products.  We also give expressions for the MFPT, and the MTT for 
trajectories that follow such a pathway.  We conclude by noting that while our present 
treatment assumes both that a reaction coordinate is used to define the milestones of the 
system and that a single free energy barrier separates the products from the reactants, our 
approach can be generalized to systems that do not have a clear reaction coordinate and 
possess multiple free energy barriers. 
The probability that !  is the final state the system samples at the dividing 
surface, p!L , may be expressed as the product: 
p!L = fproducts,! Q! t( )dt0
"
# ,    (3.35) 
where the integral is the total volume of probability that passes through ! , and can be 
simplified according to Eq. 3.8 to  eT! I" #T[ ]"1p 0( ) .  fproducts,!  is the probability that the 
system, starting from !  on  the dividing surface, goes to the products without ever 
returning to the dividing surface once it leaves ! .  It is given by   






' = eTproducts I( ""T[ ](1 e#( )T#!
"# & "! +
'  (3.36) 
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where the summation is over all states  in the set ! + , which are the states that lie 
between the dividing surface and products and can be reached from !  via a single 
transition.  dt !!Q "products t( )0
#
$  is the probability that the system, starting from !  terminates 
in the products before returning to the dividing the surface.  In its calculation, all states on 
the dividing surface and products are made absorbing.  Eq. 3.8 was used to evaluate this 
integral in Eq. 3.36, where the elements of !!T  are defined according to the absorbing 
boundary conditions as follows: 
 !!Tµ" #{  0   if  " $ dividing surface or productsTµ"  otherwise .   (3.37) 
Altogether then  
pL
! = eTproducts I" ##T[ ]"1 e$( )T$! eT! I" #T[ ]"1p 0( )( )
$%! +
& .  (3.38) 
The MFPT for paths that visit !  on the dividing surface last, is given by  







.                                           (3.39) 
We explain the terms on the right hand side one at a time.  The first term is the mean time 
for the system, initialized in !  to go on to the products without returning to the dividing 
surface.  It is given by  
!!" products,# = pproductsts$%#" products$%#
%&# +
'              (3.40) 
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where pproductsts!"#  is the probability that the system, starting at !  makes a transition 
directly to !  and from there goes on to the products, conditional upon not returning to 
the dividing surface before arriving in the products.  ! products"#$  is the time taken by such 
a path.  Therefore ,  
pproductsts!"# =






eTproducts I' $$T[ ]'1 e"( )T"#
fproducts,#
.  (3.41)  
All terms in 3.41 have been defined earlier in this section, but we note this expression is 
sensible as the numerator is the absolute probability that the system reaches the products 
if it starts in !  and proceeds through ! , while the denominator is a rescaling factor 
applied so to make expression a conditional probability (the condition being that the 
system does not return to the dividing surface).  The mean time for trajectories to go from 
!  to the products through such a pathway is 
! productsts"#$ =









eTproducts I( %%T[ ](1 %%L I( %%T[ ](1 e#
eTproducts I( %%T[ ](1 e#
+! #$  (3.42) 
where ! "#  is the mean time for the trajectory to make the first leg of the journey from !  
to ! , and the other term is the time it takes for the system to go from !  onto the 
products.  Upon evaluating the integrals with Eq. 3.8 and 3.16, we arrive at the right most 
expression of Eq. 3.42, where the only factor not defined is the matrix !!L , whose 
elements are given by !!Lµ" = sµ" !!Tµ"  , where we note sµ!  was defined in section 3.7.2 
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as the mean lag time for a one step transition from !  to µ .  Making the definition 













   (3.43) 
  With the first term in Eq. 3.39 taken care of, we observe the second term on the 
right hand side of Eq. 3.39 is the average time taken by the system to reach !  for the last 
time.  Our expression follows from recognizing that the probability of arriving at !  for 
the last time at time t, is proportional to probability flux into !  at time t multiplied by the 
probability that the system never returns to the dividing the surface after leaving: 











 .  Here, Q! t( )  is 
computed with just the product states made absorbing.  Thus, using the same procedure 
as used to evaluate Eq. 3.16, we see the second term in Eq. 3.39 is given by 
eT!B "L Bp 0( )
eT!Bp 0( )
, where the terms of the matrix !L  are given by !Lµ" # sµ" !Tµ" , and we 
recall that B ! I" #T[ ]"1 according to definition 3.28c.  Thus MFPT, conditional upon !  
being the final state the system visits on the dividing surface, is:  
!" =
eT"B #L Bp 0( )
eT"Bp 0( )
+ ##! products,"                              (3.44) 
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with !!" products,#  given by Eq. 3.43.        
To obtain the MTT for trajectories that pass through !  last on the dividing 
surface, we must perform a weighted average over all reactive trajectories that begin in 
the reactants: 
 t! =









& .  (3.45) 
Here, Jµ! , given by Eq. 3.25, is the absolute probability that the last state the system 
visits in the reactants before going on to the products is !  and that the system transitions 
directly toµ  after its final visit to! .  C!µ  is the conditional probability that the last state 
the system visits on the dividing surface before going on to the products is ! , provided it 
starts in µ  and does not return to the reactants before going on to the products.  The 














! I$ T̂%& '(eµ
eTproducts I$ T̂%& '(eµ
 , (3.46) 
where numerator gives the absolute probability that the system reaches the products with 
!  being the last state at the dividing surface the system visits, and the conditions that the 
system starts in µ  and does not return to the reactants.  Note that Q̂µ! t( )  and T̂  were 
defined in the previous 2 appendices with absorbing boundary conditions at the reactants 
and products.  The denominator of Eq. 3.46 is the absolute probability that the system 
reaches the products before returning to the reactants, and has the effect of making the 
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expression in Eq. 3.45 the appropriate conditional probability.  tµ!  is the transit time for 
the system to go from !  to µ  (measured directly from the MD data), !̂" ,µ  is the mean 
time for a trajectory to reach !  for the final time conditional upon starting at µ  and not 
returning to reactants, and !!" products,#  is the time (as defined in Eq. 3.40 and expressed in 
Eq. 3.44) for the system to go on from !  to the products without returning to the 
dividing surface.  To obtain !̂" ,µ  we note similarly to what we did in obtaining the 2
nd 
term of Eq. 3.39, that the probability distribution of last arrival times on !  is 
proportional to the probability flux into !  multiplied by the probability that the system 
never returns to the reactants: fproducts,!Q̂
µ





is the probability 
distribution of last arrival times on ! , conditional upon starting in µ  and not returning to 









eTa I% T̂&' ()
%1
L̂ I% T̂&' ()
%1
eµ
eTa I% T̂&' ()
%1
eµ
.    (3.47) 
Using the definitions 3.28b and 3.28c, A ! I" T̂#$ %&
"1
 
and B ! I" #T[ ]"1 , the MTT, 






















   (3.48) 
where Eq. 3.36 gives fproducts,! , and Eq. 3.43 gives !!" products,# . 
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We conclude this appendix by noting that it is possible to extend the approach 
taken in this section to a much more general problem, which can be stated as follows.  
Given n groups of states G1,G2,...,Gn{ } , what is the probability of seeing a path 
...,!1,...,! 2,...,! n{ }  in which for each i, the last visit to ! i  precedes the last visit to ! i+1  
and ! i  is the last state visited in Gi  before going on to the products?  What are the 
MFPT and MMT for such a path?  Expressions for these quantities can be given in closed 
form, but for economy of space we, do not perform the derivation here.  
3.7.4  Models of the polymer and pore  
3.7.4.1  Polymer model 
Our polymer model consists of N beads of mass m connected by N-1 springs.  The 
pairwise interaction potential between adjacent beads is: 
Vbond (r) = kbond (r ! " )
2 / 2     (3.49)  
The non-bonded beads interact via a repulsive Leonard-Jones potential representing 
excluded volume effects:  
Vnon!bonded (r) = 4! (" / r)





Here ! is the equilibrium bond distance, ! is the characteristic energy scale, 
kbond = 100! /"
2 , and ! is the Heaviside step function that truncates the attractive portion 
of the Lennard Jones potential. 
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The dynamics of each bead is governed by the Langevin equation: 
m!!ri (t) = !
"V
"ri
! # !ri (t) + f (t)
    
(3.51) 
where ri (t) is the position of the bead, V is the total interaction potential, ! is the friction 
coefficient, and f (t)  is a random force satisfying the fluctuation dissipation theorem.  
Our data is reported in reduced units, where the units of length and energy are !  and ! .  
In our simulations, the unit of time is t = m! 2 / " , the temperature T = 1.0! / kB , and 
our friction coefficient is ! = 2.0(" 2 / m#)$1/2 . 
3.7.4.2  The Pore 




























) ,   (3.52) 
where a = 20! , l =! 20 , and  !z ={ zi        if  zi < d 2d " zi  if  zi # d 2 .  
 The length of the pore is roughly given by d =1.5! , and the radius is 
r = rpore +!r + rmonomer .  rpore +!r  represents the effective pore radius the monomer center 
of mass may move within, and rmonomer =! 2  is the monomer radius.  !r can be found by 
solving the equation36 
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 2!re




$ dr = 2!r dr
0
rpore+" r
$     (3.53) 
To make our study consistent with previous literature 65-71, we desire a pore radius of 
roughly ! .  Taking rpore = 0.6! , !z = d 2 ,  and solving Eq. 3.39 for !r , we obtain 
r =1.00! .   We note that the value of !r  is not heavily dependent on the value of !z  as 
long as it is taken between 0 and d 2   (e.g. at !z = 0 , the effective pore radius is  
r =1.02! ).   
3.7.4.3  The reflecting boundary 
The reflecting boundary as seen by monomer 1 is taken as the z = d 2  plane, and 
we impose it by including the potential   
Vb =! d 2 ! z1( )
k z1 ! d 2( )
2
2
 ,     (3.54) 







Chapter 4.  Using simple polymer models to explore the role of 
internal friction in the dynamics of unfolded proteins  
4.1  Abstract 
Recent experiments showed that the reconfiguration dynamics of unfolded 
proteins are often adequately described by simple polymer models. In particular, the 
Rouse model with internal friction (RIF) captures internal friction effects as observed in 
single-molecule fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS) studies of a number of 
proteins. Here we use RIF, and its non-free draining analog, Zimm model with internal 
friction (ZIF), to explore the effect of internal friction on the rate with which 
intramolecular contacts can be formed within the unfolded chain. Unlike the 
reconfiguration times inferred from FCS experiments, which depend linearly on the 
solvent viscosity, the first passage times to form intramolecular contacts are shown to 
display a more complex viscosity dependence. We further describe scaling relationships 
obeyed by contact formation times in the limits of high and low internal friction. Our 
findings provide experimentally testable predictions that can serve as a framework for the 
analysis of future studies of contact formation in proteins.  
 
This chapter was co-written by Ryan R. Cheng, Alexander T. Hawk (co-first authors), and Dmitrii E. 
Makarov.  Ryan made contributions to the equations presented herein, performed all simulations, and 
assisted in establishing comparisons with experiments.  Alexander developed the framework for the Zimm 
with internal friction model and made contributions to the general discussion of internal friction.  Dr. 
Makarov initiated the project, made contributions to the general theoretical framework presented, and 
provided interpretations for our data. 
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4.2  Introduction  
The timescales at which unfolded proteins diffusively undergo conformational 
rearrangement are intimately related to the “speed limit” of protein folding83-87 and have 
consequently attracted considerable attention88-97. Rationalization of the various 
experiments that probe those timescales requires models that adequately capture the 
dynamics in the unfolded state. While potentially neglecting certain structural details98, 99, 
simple polymer models, such as the exclude-volume random coil, are often capable of 
accounting for experimentally measurable properties of equilibrium conformational 
ensembles of denatured proteins with remarkable accuracy100-104. In contrast, the ability 
of polymer theory to account for the dynamics of unfolded proteins remains a largely 
unexplored issue. In fact, with only a few exceptions94, 105, 106, most of the existing 
experimental data has so far been interpreted in terms of even simpler, one-dimensional 
models, where complex polymer dynamics is viewed as diffusion along an appropriately 
chosen reaction coordinate107, 108. Such greatly simplified models, however, cannot 
capture multidimensional properties as displayed, for example, by the dependence of the 
characteristic reconfiguration times on the location of the probes used to measure them 
within the polypeptide chain97. Moreover, they usually neglect essential non-Markovian 
effects in the dynamics of the one-dimensional reaction coordinates108-112.  
  A further challenge to theoretical models of protein dynamics lies in disentangling 
the solvent and internal friction effects. It has been long recognized113-120 that, in addition 
to solvent friction, other dissipative mechanisms (i.e., internal friction) may play a 
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significant role in the dynamics and folding of proteins. Internal friction reflects the 
intrinsic resistance of a polymer to changes in its conformation and stems from the 
“roughness” of the underlying energy landscape18, 121. Possible mechanisms that 
contribute to internal friction include dihedral angle rotational barriers18, 122, hydrogen 
bonding123 and intrachain collisions116. While observations of internal friction effects 
have been reported94, 105, 106, our understanding of these effects is limited, particularly 
because they were commonly interpreted in terms of phenomenological models that lack 
rigorous justification and do not provide a direct link between observations and the 
microscopic mechanisms of friction. As a step toward a more quantitative picture, a 
recent single-molecule FRET study of the reconfiguration dynamics of unfolded T. 
maritime cold shock protein and of intrinsically disordered proteins94 provided a more 
quantitative account of internal friction in terms of a well established model called Rouse 
with internal friction (RIF) 15-19, suggesting that polymer theory may provide a sufficient 
framework to describe the multidimensional dynamics of the unfolded state. Of course, 
extensions of that study to other proteins and other types of experimental measurements 
would be necessary to further validate this view. In anticipation of such future studies, 
this paper explores experimentally verifiable predictions of RIF and related models.   
  The idea of applying RIF to proteins is not new: It has, for example, been 
discussed in the context of protein folding18, applied to strongly stretched biopolymers19, 
124, and used to demonstrate the complex interplay between the solvent- and internal 
friction in the dynamics of polypeptides125. Given its simplicity that often affords analytic 
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solutions, RIF provides an attractive alternative to the computationally costly molecular 
dynamics simulations, although the latter would still be required to elucidate the 
molecular mechanisms of internal friction. 
  RIF, however, has several significant limitations. First, it ignores hydrodynamic 
interactions within the polymer chain. To address this drawback, here we also develop a 
non-free draining version of RIF called Zimm with internal friction (ZIF), which was 
qualitatively discussed earlier in the context of protein folding18. While incorporating 
internal friction in a similar manner, the more realistic ZIF builds upon the Zimm 
model126, which accounts for hydrodynamic effects. Second, the dimensions of unfolded 
proteins may depend on the denaturant concentration or temperature127-129, with low- or 
zero-denaturant cases favoring more compact, collapsed conformations. Although coil-
globule transition theory was shown to successfully account for such changes in 
equilibrium dimensions and conformational statistics104, 128, 130, it is an equilibrium theory 
that makes no predictions regarding the dynamics. Here, we employ a simple confining 
harmonic potential to mimic protein collapse, motivated by the earlier evidence94 that 
such modification of the potential adequately accounts for the collapse-induced changes 
in the conformational statistics of more realistic polymer models. Finally, excluded 
volume effects are ignored by RIF and ZIF. While potentially important, they are not 
considered here, as our earlier study105 suggested that their consequences are often too 
subtle to be resolved in experimental studies. 
  Using RIF and ZIF, we attempt to mimic typical experiments that probe the 
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dynamics of the unfolded state with the goal of establishing how internal friction 
manifests itself in those experiments. Specifically, we examine two well-established 
experimental methodologies. The first one uses single-molecule nanosecond fluorescence 
correlation spectroscopy (nsFCS), which employs fluorescence resonance energy transfer 
(FRET) between a pair of dyes attached at different locations along the peptide backbone. 
Fluctuations in the fluorescence intensities of the donor and acceptor are related to the 
fluctuations in their mutual distance and the characteristic timescale associated with these 
fluctuations is taken to be the reconfiguration time of the protein92, 96, 97, 131. Furthermore, 
by varying the positions of the donor and acceptor, one could probe the spectrum of 
reconfiguration times of an unfolded protein106. We note that RIF has already been 
applied to nsFCS data94; here the key findings of that work will be recapitulated and 
extended to include the ZIF case.    
  The second type of experiment involves the use of a fluorescent probe and a 
quencher located at different positions along a peptide chain. In this case, the 
fluorescence lifetime of the probe is reduced by its collisions with the quencher, thus 
providing a method to measure the time it takes for the probe and quencher to diffusively 
come into a close contact and to form a loop within the chain84, 85, 89. The timescales 
inferred from the two types of experiments are not the same, although they are related to 
each other. Indeed, fluorescence quenching measurements probe the time it takes the 
quencher and the probe to come into close proximity; consequently, they yield longer 
timescales than those exhibited by fluctuations of the long-range energy transfer 
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employed in nsFCS measurements. It is then plausible that internal friction affects the 
two timescales differently. Indeed, in the following sections we find this to be the case. 
Our study, then, provides a theoretical framework for analyzing future fluorescence 
quenching experiments aimed at measuring internal friction effects: If they turn out to be 
consistent with the RIF/ZIF predictions described here, this will provide further 
experimental support of RIF/ZIF as a viable model of protein dynamics in the unfolded 
state.  
  This chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.3 introduces the models used in 
our study and provides simulation details. Section 4.4 describes the effect of internal 
friction, as predicted by ZIF and RIF, on quantities measured in nsFCS experiments. 
Section 4.5 discusses the effect of internal friction on the timescales of loop closure and 
provides a comparison of polymer theory predictions with experimental loop closure 
times of a peptide. Finally, section 4.6 concludes with closing remarks. 
 
4.3  Model details 
All of the polymer models considered here consist of N+1 beads with coordinates 
r = (r0,r1,...,rN ) . The equations describing the Brownian dynamics of the beads can be 
written in the general form126: 
     
dr
dt
= HF       (4.1) 
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Here F = (F0,F1,...,FN )  represents the sum of forces on each bead and H is the mobility 
tensor, with components Hnm ! H(rn " rm ) . Note that Hnm  is a 3 by 3 matrix rather than a 
scalar.  
4.3.1.  Rouse and Rouse with internal friction (RIF) 
The Rouse model16, 126 is a coarse grained model, which considers polymers at a 
spatial resolution coarser than their Kuhn length. It consists of a chain of beads connected 
by linear springs and neglects excluded-volume interactions among the beads. It further 
neglects hydrodynamic interactions so that Hnm = I! nm /"s , where !s  is the solvent 
friction coefficient, and I is the 3! 3  identity matrix. Consequently, Eq. 4.1 simplifies to 
    !s
dr
dt
="kr + f       (4.2) 
where ! = 3kBT /b
2
 is the stiffness of the connecting springs, b is the Kuhn length, 
f = (f0, f1,..., fN )  are the random forces on each bead and k is the tri-diagonal connectivity 
matrix: 
k =
!1 1 0 0 ...
1 !2 1 0 ...
0 1 !2 1 ...
0 0 1 !2 ...















    (4.3)
 
  The microscopic dynamics occurring at spatial scales shorter than the Kuhn 
length (i.e. hindered dihedral rotations) results in internal friction, which is included in 
RIF in a semi-phenomenological manner15-17, 19 through the introduction of a frictional 
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drag term that resists the relative extension between connected beads. In this regard, the 
internal friction coefficient is the result of polymer coarse graining in much the same way 
as solvent friction results from not explicitly considering the solvent molecules in the 
Rouse model. The resulting equation of motion for the RIF includes both solvent and 







kr + f *      (4.4) 
where !i  is the internal friction coefficient and f
* is the appropriate random force 
vector19. 
  The set of equations described by Eq. 4.4 can be decoupled by making a 
coordinate transformation to the eigen-basis of the connectivity matrix—i.e., normal 
















    (4.5) 








     (4.6) 
where p = 0,1,...,N  denotes the mode index and n = 0,1,...,N , again, enumerates the 
monomers. The dynamics of the chain can thus be written as a superposition of 
independent eigenmodes: 
   r(t) = X p (t)u p
p=0
N
!       (4.7) 
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(RIF ) dX p
dt
= "kpX p + 2! p
(RIF )kBT( )1/2 a p (t)    (4.8) 
For the p-th mode, ! p
(RIF ) = !s + !i"p  is the effective friction coefficient, kp =!"p  is the 
effective spring coefficient (identical to that of the Rouse model), and a p = (ap,x ,ap,y ,ap,z )  
is a white Gaussian noise process characterized by the moments a p (t) = 0  and 
ap! (t)aq" (t ') = # pq#!"# (t $ t ') , where p and q denote the mode index while !  and !  
denote the x, y, or z directions. 
  The Langevin equation for each RIF mode describes an overdamped harmonic 
oscillator with a characteristic relaxation time  






+! i      (4.9) 
where ! Rouse = "sN
2b2 / (3# 2kBT )  is the slowest relaxation time of the Rouse model and 
! i = "i /#  is the relaxation time due to internal friction. In the absence of internal friction 
(i.e., !i = 0 ), the equation of motion for each independent mode and the spectrum of 
relaxation times of the Rouse model are recovered from Eq. 4.8 and Eq. 4.9, respectively. 
Because ! i  is independent of the chain length N, the effect of internal friction on the 
slowest relaxation time of RIF becomes negligible for polymers of sufficient length, 
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where !1RIF " ! Rouse , a statement known as the Kuhn theorem
16. However internal friction 
effects may still be significant for the measurements that probe faster relaxation modes. 
4.3.2  Zimm with internal friction (ZIF) 
The Zimm model126 accounts for hydrodynamic interactions using the pre-
averaging approximation, where Hnm  is replaced by its equilibrium average: 
Hnm ! Hnm =
I
2" 2#s n $m
1/2     (4.10) 
Treating the internal friction contribution in the same way as above (cf. Eq. 4.4), Eq. 4.1 
then becomes  
dr
dt
= H k0kr + !i
d
dt
kr + f *"#$
%
&' .    (4.11) 
For  N !1 , H  becomes diagonal in the eigenbasis of the connectivity matrix. Therefore, 
similarly to Eq. 4.4, Eq. 4.11 reduces to N+1 independent overdamped Langevin 
equations: 
! p
(ZIF ) dX p
dt
= "kpX p + 2! p
(ZIF )kBT( )1/2 a(t)    (4.12a) 
   
! p










(ZIF ) = !0








    (4.12b) 
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For the p-th mode, !p
(ZIF ) is the effective friction coefficient, kp =!"p is the effective 
spring constant, and a p  is the same white Gaussian noise process as in Eq. 4.8. Likewise, 









+! i      (4.13) 
where ! Zimm = "s (N +1)
3/2b2 / (3 3kBT#
3/2 )  is the slowest relaxation time of the Zimm 
chain and ! i = "i /#  is the relaxation time due to internal friction. In the absence of 
internal friction (i.e., !i = 0 ), the equation of motion for each independent mode and the 
spectrum of relaxation times of the Zimm model are recovered from Eq. 4.12 and Eq. 
4.13, respectively.  
4.3.3  Simulation details 
Time evolution of RIF and ZIF was computed from the time evolution of Eq. 4.8 
and Eq. 4.12. The bead positions, as a function of time, were then recovered through the 
linear transformation of Eq. 4.7. The end-to-end loop formation time, ! loop , was 
computed from the time dependence of the end-to-end distance, R(t) = rN (t)! r0 (t) , as a 
mean first passage time for the ends of a polymer chain to diffusively come within a 
distance Rc  of one another (i.e., R < Rc ) when starting from the equilibrium ensemble of 
conformations with R > Rc  
105.  
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4.4  Reconfiguration times 
In earlier studies94, 106, we have used the Rouse and RIF models to account for 
FRET-derived reconfiguration times in unfolded proteins. Here we recapitulate those 
results and extend them to the ZIF case.    
4.4.1  Definition of reconfiguration time. 
Consider the autocorrelation function of the distance vector between a pair of 
monomers n and m: 
!nm (t) = rn (t)" rm (t)( )• rn (0)" rm (0)( )    (4.14) 
A reconfiguration time, ! nm , can be defined from the relaxation of !nm (t)
94, 106:  
! nm = dt"nm (t) /"nm (0)0
#
$     (4.15) 
If !nm (t)  exhibits exponential decay, i.e., !nm (t) = !nm (0)exp("t /# nm ) , then the definition 
of Eq. 4.15 recovers the decay time. While a single timescale cannot be uniquely defined 
if !nm (t)  is nonexponential, Eq. 4.15 still provides a reasonable measure of a 
reconfiguration time132, 133. 
  For RIF or ZIF, Eqs. 4.14 and 4.15 can be evaluated analytically. Substituting Eq. 
4.7 into Eq. 4.14 results in  






$    (4.16) 
where p and q denote the mode index. Note that the translational mode, i.e. p,q = 0 , does 
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not contribute to the summations since u0n ! u0m = 0 . The correlation functions appearing 
in Eq. 4.16 are readily evaluated given that the variables X p (t)  represent a set of 
statistically independent overdamped harmonic oscillators (cf. Eqs. 4.8 and 4.12):  
Xp! (t) "Xq# (0) = kBT / kp( )$ pq$!# exp %t " kp /& p( )     (4.17) 
where !  and !  denote the x, y, or z directions and !  is the Kronecker delta. Applying 
Eq. 4.17 to Eq. 4.16 yields 
!nm (t) = 3kBT kp
"1 exp "t # kp /$ p( ) upn " upm( )2
p=1
N
%    (4.18) 
















+! i             (4.19) 
where !0 = !0
(Rouse) = !s   for RIF and !0 = !0
(Zimm )  is given by Eq. 4.12 for ZIF. We will 
refer to the reconfiguration time given by Eq. 4.19 as ! nm
(RIF )  and ! nm
(ZIF )  to differentiate 
between the two models. 
  It should be noted that the reconfiguration time defined here is related to the 
vector, rn ! rm , that represents the spatial separation between two monomers, while the 
reconfiguration time in nsFCS studies is a function of the fluctuations of the absolute 
distance, rn ! rm . The choice of the former leads to a great mathematical simplification 
and affords simple analytic solutions. It may, however, be viewed as unphysical because, 
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even if the distance between the monomers is not changing, the distance vector may relax 
through rotations, which, on the other hand, do not affect the FRET signal. In defense of 
this simplification, we previously demonstrated94, 106 that the prediction of Eq. 4.19 is in a 
good agreement with simulations of FRET in more realistic polymer models. If so 
desired, of course, the inter-monomer distance autocorrelation time is equally easy to 
estimate numerically using polymer trajectories as described in Section 4.3.3. 
4.4.2  Internal friction has additive effect on reconfiguration times 
One of the most common methods of quantifying internal friction is to vary 
solvent viscosity, !s . Provided that the timescale of interest depends linearly on !s , the 
intercept obtained for !s " 0  then provides a measure of solvent-independent, internal 
friction. This approach has been used in studies of conformational relaxation of 
myoglobin115, kinetics of protein folding113, 116-119, 134, and reconfiguration dynamics of 
intrinsically disordered or chemically denatured proteins94. 
  Both RIF and ZIF, indeed, predict a linear viscosity dependence of the 
reconfiguration time, which can be extrapolated to obtain the internal friction time 
constant ! i . This can be seen from Eq. 4.19, which is of the form  
    ! nm
(RIF ,ZIF ) = ! nm
(Rouse,Zimm ) +! i     (4.20) 
where the reconfiguration time of the Rouse/Zimm model106 is recovered if ! i " 0 . Since 
! nm
(Rouse)  and ! nm
(Zimm ) are both proportional to the solvent viscosity and assuming that ! i  is 
independent of the viscosity, Eq. 4.20 gives a linear viscosity dependence (Fig. 4.1).  
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    ! 0N
(RIF ,ZIF ) " 0.8! Rouse,Zimm +! i     (4.21)  
where ! Rouse,Zimm  is the relaxation time of the slowest Rouse (or Zimm) mode given in 
Section 4.3. Interestingly, the factor of ~0.8 is coincidentally the same for both RIF and 
ZIF.  
  We note that, although RIF and ZIF predict different chain length dependences 
for the reconfiguration times, in practice both ZIF and RIF fits of experimental data may 
be of comparable quality because of the relatively short chain lengths typical of single-
 
Figure 4.1: This figure illustrates that the reconfiguration time exhibits additive 
contribution of internal friction and linear dependence on solvent 
viscosity. Both RIF and ZIF predict a linear viscosity dependence of the 
reconfiguration times, with a finite intercept of . When the end-to-end 
reconfiguration time is rescaled by  and is plotted as function of the 
slowest relaxation time (of Rouse or Zimm) rescaled by , the 
dependence is a straight line with a slope of  and intercept of 1 (cf. 
Eq. 4.21).  Moreover, all reconfiguration times (for any pair of monomers 
n and m) have the same intercept, . That is, in an internal friction 
dominated regime the n and m dependence of  becomes weak, a trend, 
indeed, observed experimentally94. For the end-to-end dynamics (i.e., 
 and ) in the long chain limit ( ), Eq. 4.20 
approximately gives 
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domain proteins employed in nsFCS studies. Indeed, both ZIF (assumed empirically in 
ref. 94) and RIF yield essentially the same estimate for ! i  for the proteins studied in ref. 
94. 
  Finally, it should be noted that both the RIF and ZIF have the limitation of 
applying internal friction to all non-translational normal modes of the system. While the 
equations of motion are greatly simplified as a consequence, this treatment is not entirely 
correct, as it results in the unphysical prediction that internal friction dampens the 
rotational dynamics even in the limit when the polymer configuration is effectively 
frozen (i.e., ! i "# ). Fortunately, experimentally measurable dynamic properties of 
unfolded proteins usually only depend on internal dynamics and are unaffected by 
rotations.  
4.5  Loop formation times 
In contrast to reconfiguration times discussed in the previous section, the effect of 
internal friction on other timescales implicated, e.g., in protein folding is not necessarily 
so simple125. Here we explore the implications of internal friction for the simplest 
elementary step of folding, the formation of a contact between two sequence-distant 
residues of the chain.  
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4.5.1  Introduction to the loop formation problem.  
The average time ! loop that it takes for the ends of a polymer to diffusively come 
into contact with one another and thus form a loop has been the focus of a number of 
theoretical86, 107-109, 111, 112, 135-141 and experimental studies, particularly for unfolded 
proteins84, 85, 87-90, 93, 95, 142, 143. For the Rouse109, 112 and Zimm137 models, ! loop  is known to 
scale with chain length as ! loop
(Rouse) ! N 2  and ! loop
(Zimm ) " N 3/2   in the limit N!" . Both 
models further predict ! loop  to be proportional to solvent viscosity, !s . In what follows, 
we examine the role of internal friction on the loop formation times of RIF and ZIF. Our 
analysis is in part motivated by recent loop formation measurements in proteins and 
polypeptides90, 91, 95, 143 as well as by the somewhat contentious issue of the effect of 
internal friction on the rate of protein folding116. While not synonymous to folding, loop 
formation mimics an elementary folding step84, 86, 89, 144-146 and so our results may provide 
insights into the latter issue.      
  Two models describing the effects of internal friction on folding have been 
discussed in the literature. In one, internal friction has an additive effect116, 119, 147, similar 
to Eqs. 4.20 and 4.21. When applied to loop formation, this implies that extrapolation of 
! loop  to the limit of solvent absence (i.e., !s " 0 ) would result in a finite intercept that is 
independent of chain length and is equal to ! i . In the other model, roughness of the 
energy landscape results in multiplicative renormalization of the solvent viscosity !s  
121. 
In the context of loop formation, this would imply that ! loop  should approach zero in the 
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limit !s " 0  and exhibit the same chain length dependence as it does in the absence of 
internal friction. A third possibility suggested by a recent study125 is that the internal 
friction effect is neither additive nor multiplicative. 
  In what follows we show that, consistent with ref.125, internal and solvent friction 
enter into ! loop  in a convoluted way resulting in a nonlinear solvent viscosity dependence 
(Fig. 4.2), except when internal friction is weak. As a result of this nonlinearity, linear 
extrapolation of ! loop  to zero viscosity overestimates the actual loop formation time in the 






Figure 4.2: Viscosity dependence of loop formation time for RIF. a) The loop 
formation time plotted as a function of the dimensionless parameter, 
, for an RIF chain of length  with a capture radius of 
. Also shown are the SSS prediction in the limit of  
(red dot) given by Eq. 4.29 and the linear fit of the simulation data in the 
limit of  (dashed straight line). The inset contains the log-log 
plot of the loop formation times over the entire range of  
explored by simulation.  b) This diagram highlights our key findings for 
the role of internal friction in the loop formation times. Here, the loop 
formation data given by a thin, black line is bounded by the limiting 
expressions in the asymptotic limits of  (red dot) and 
 (straight line). 
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4.5.2  Loop formation: Limit of high internal friction 
The problem of calculating ! loop  is greatly simplified in the limit  ! i ! ! Rouse  or 
 ! i ! ! Zimm  for RIF and ZIF, respectively. In this limit, RIF (or ZIF) modes become 
degenerate such that Eqs. 4.8 and 4.12 can both be rewritten as 
dX p / dt ! "# i
"1X p +$ p
   
 (4.22) 
where ! p  is white Gaussian noise. Using Eq. 4.7, the end-to-end distance vector    
   R(t) = rN (t)! r0 (t) = X p (t)
p=1
N
" upN ! up0( )    (4.23) 
now obeys the equation 




# upN ! up0( ) + $ p upN ! up0( )
p=1
N
# ,    
or 
    dR / dt = !" i
!1R +!(t)     (4.24)  
where !(t)  is, again, a white Gaussian noise process. That is, the dynamics of the end-
to-end vector is identical to that of a three-dimensional overdamped harmonic oscillator 
with a relaxation time of ! i . For the purpose of calculating its end-to-end dynamics, the 
entire polymer can be replaced with a dumbbell consisting of two end beads attached by a 
single spring, a model that has been studied and discussed in refs.109, 148.  
  As described in section 4.3, our definition of a “contact” is that the chain ends 
come within a predefined capture radius Rc. The mean first passage time ! loop  to attain 
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such a configuration can then be computed by solving the diffusion (i.e. Smoluchowski) 
equation for the harmonic oscillator in the 3-dimensional space, with an absorbing 
boundary at R = Rc . Alternatively, the problem can be approached using Szabo-
Schulten-Schulten (SSS) theory107, which further reduces the dimensionality to a single 
degree of freedom, the absolute end-to-end distance R. Provided that the capture radius is 
much smaller than the rms end-to-end distance R2 1/2 , the SSS theory predicts the loop 










    (4.25) 
where D is the end-to-end diffusion coefficient. We estimate this coefficient using the 
Einstein-Stokes formula, 
 D = kBT /!       (4.26) 
where ! is the effective friction coefficient of end-to-end dynamics. This friction 
coefficient is further related to the relaxation time ! i  and the oscillator spring coefficient 
k by  
! i = " / k       (4.27) 
The spring coefficient k can be estimated from the potential of mean force of the end-to-
end vector, R . Since the probability distribution of R is Gaussian, the potential of mean 
force is quadratic, with an effective spring coefficient of  
    k = 3kBT / R
2      (4.28) 
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Substituting Eqs. 4.26, 4.27, and 4.28 into Eq. 4.25, we find  












    (4.29) 
Eq. 4.29 holds for both the RIF and ZIF models and agrees with simulation data (Fig. 
4.3).  
 
 While it is not immediately obvious that the SSS reduction from three degrees of 
freedom to one would not introduce errors, ! loop  can also be found exactly by solving the 
                
Figure 4.3:  The loop formation time in high internal friction limit. Here, the end-to-
end loop formation time predicted by SSS  (Eq. 4.29) in the high internal 
friction limit is plotted as a function of the ratio . Simulation 
data for both RIF and ZIF are plotted alongside the SSS result for 
comparison. All of the simulation data was found to collapse onto a 
single master curve, which agrees well with the SSS prediction. The 
agreement between simulation and SSS further improves as one 
approaches the limit of , where the SSS formula is expected 
to become exact. See text for further discussion.  
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3-dimensional diffusion equation describing the two-bead system. The exact solution to 
this problem was previously given148, albeit with a minor numerical error in the final 
answer. Their (corrected) solution is identical to the SSS formula (Eq. 4.29) and is shown 
to be exact in the limit of Rc << R
2 1/2 , which is supported by the simulation data in Fig. 
4.3. It should be noted that the SSS approximation is known to give incorrect scaling of 
! loop  for the standard Rouse model108, 112, although modifications of the theory can 
recover the correct N 2  dependence110, 112. This difficulty stems from the highly non-
Markovian dynamics of the end-to-end distance109, 149. In contrast, the dynamics in the 
high internal friction limit given by Eq. 4.24 is Markovian, which is the reason why the 
SSS approximation recovers the exact result. 
  Eq. 4.29 shows that ! loop  exhibits a chain length dependence of ! loop " N1/2  that is 
significantly weaker than the anticipated scaling of N 2  and N 3/2  for the Rouse and 
Zimm models .Yet the non-vanishing chain length dependence of ! loop  further shows that 
the scaling of ! loop  is different from that of the chain relaxation time, which is chain 
length independent and equal to ! i  when internal friction dominates.  
 Finally note that, although the above discussion was limited the end-to-end loops, 
the same arguments can be applied to the collision between an internal pair of monomers, 
n and m. In that case Eq. 4.29 is still valid provided that R2 = b2 n !m . This means 
that the time to form an internal loop depends on the loop length n !m  but not on the 
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length of the tails flanking the loop. This observation is in contrast to the Rouse/Zimm 
cases, where the presence of long tails is known to slow down the loop closure105, 150. 
4.5.3  Loop formation: Limit of low internal friction 
Consider the behavior of ! loop  as a function of solvent viscosity !s . As !s  is 
increased, eventually the limit  ! Rouse ! ! i  is attained, where solvent friction is dominant 
over the internal friction (assuming that  is constant). In this limit, of course, the loop 
formation time ! loop
(RIF )  should approach the Rouse limit of ! loop
(Rouse) , and, therefore, ! loop
(RIF )("s )  
must become a linear function of solvent viscosity. When extrapolated to zero viscosity 
an intercept will be observed, just as in the case of nsFCS reconfiguration times, which is 
a signature of internal friction. This extrapolated intercept, however, is not equal to the 
zero-viscosity loop formation time ! loop
(RIF )("s = 0) , which is the  ! Rouse ! ! i  limit calculated 
in the previous section, because the dependence of ! loop ("s )  is not a straight line (Fig. 
4.2). Rather, the high-viscosity data (obtained at  ! Rouse ! ! i ) extrapolated to zero viscosity 
gives a higher value (Fig. 4.2). Using ! loop(Rouse) "#s  itself as the measure of viscosity in this 
experiment, we write  
    ! loop
(RIF ) = ! loop
(Rouse) + B(RIF )! i     (4.30a) 
where we have surmised that the intercept B(RIF )! i  is proportional to ! i . The 
dimensionless proportionality coefficient B(RIF )  may, of course, depend on chain length 
! i
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and the capture radius. It is further expedient to divide by ! i , which results in a 
dimensionless form of Eq. 4.30a: 
    ! loop
(RIF ) /! i = ! loop
(Rouse) /! i + B
(RIF )     (4.30b) 
Written in this manner, the dimensionless loop formation time in the weak internal 
friction limit exhibits a linear dependence on the dimensionless parameter ! loop
(Rouse) /! i  with 
a slope that is, by construction, 1 and with a finite intercept of B(RIF ) . If, as in Section 4.4, 
this contribution of internal friction were purely additive, we would expect B(RIF )  to 
simply be equal to 1, but we will demonstrate next that this is not the case. Instead, this 
coefficient depends on both the capture radius Rc  and the chain length N. Assuming that 
these dependences are power laws, we can rewrite them in a general form involving two 
dimensionless parameters, R2 1/2 / Rc  and N: 
   B(RIF ) N ,Rc( )! R2
1/2
/ Rc( )" N # ! N #+" /2    (4.31) 
We have used simulations of RIF to determine both scaling exponents, !  and ! , by 
separately varying each parameter. In doing so, we chose to vary ! loop
(Rouse) /! i  by varying 
! i  rather than the solvent viscosity, which is a more convenient yet equivalent approach. 
  Our data (Fig. 4.4) shows that !  is close to 1.  Likewise, we find that the scaling 
exponent !  is also close to 1 (Fig. 4.4). Thus, we find that the dimensionless intercept of 
Eq. 4.30b is not constant but rather exhibits a dependence on the capture radius of 
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B(RIF ) ! Rc
"1  and a total chain length dependence of B(RIF ) ! N R2
1/2
/ Rc ! N
3/2  (where 
we have used R2 = Nb2  for the Gaussian polymer).  
 
      
Figure 4.4.    Power Law Dependence of on chain length and capture radius.  
The dependence of  on chain length and capture radius is well 
described by power laws (refer to Eq. 4.31 and surrounding text for more 
details). As shown in the outer log-log plot, the dependence of on 
 can be fit to power law relations with scaling exponents of 
, , , , and for 
, 60, 80, 100, and 120, respectively. Likewise, for fixed 
, the dependence of  on N can be fit to power laws with 
scaling exponents of , , , 
, and  for , 4.22, 5.06, 6.32, 
and 7.91, respectively. The inset log-log plot shows a representative fit of 
the chain length dependence of when . Note that 
our numerical values are not strictly in the limit , where 




Notice that the chain length dependence of this intercept is weaker than the N 2  of 
the solvent controlled loop formation time but stronger than the N1/2  dependence of the 
actual !s " 0  limit (Section 4.5.2), which is another manifestation of the nonlinearity of 
the viscosity dependence of the loop formation time. 
Similarly to the RIF case, the loop formation time of ZIF can be expressed as 
    ! loop
(ZIF ) /! i = ! loop
(Zimm) /! i + B
(ZIF )     (4.32) 
where 
    B(ZIF ) N ,Rc( )! R2
1/2
/ Rc( )" N #    (4.33) 
We find from our data (Fig. 4.5) that !  is in the range ! !1.15"1.38  for N = 60 !120
and  is in the range ! " 0.63# 0.92  for R2 1/2 / Rc ! 3.16 " 7.91. The variation in these 
indices is presumably due to finite-size effects. Indeed, the end-to-end loop formation 
times of the Zimm chain was found to exhibit a chain length dependence of ! N1.3  (data 
not shown) instead of the theoretically predicted ! N 3/2  universal law expected in the 
limit of N !" 137. Notwithstanding deviations from universality, the overall chain 
length dependence B(ZIF ) ! N "+# /2 = N1.2 $ N1.6  is roughly the same as in the RIF case, 
while the capture radius dependence is B(ZIF ) ! Rc
"1.15 " Rc




Figure 4.5:    Power Law Dependence of on chain length and capture radius. 
By systematically varying chain length and capture radius for ZIF, we 
found that  is well described by the power law dependences shown 
by Eq. 4.33 (see text for details). In the outer log-log plot, the 
dependence of  on  can be fit to power laws with scaling 
exponents of , , , and  
for , 80, 100, and 120, respectively. When is fixed, 
 is found to scale as a power law of N with the scaling exponents 
, , , , and 
 for 3.16, 4.22, 5.06, 6.32, and 7.91, 
respectively. A representative fit of when  is 
shown in the inset log-log plot. 
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4.5.4  Loop formation: Summary of viscosity and internal friction dependence 
The viscosity and internal friction dependence of the loop formation time is 
summarized in Fig. 4.2 for the RIF case. At high viscosity, ! loop  exhibits a linear viscosity 
dependence. When extrapolated from high viscosity to zero viscosity, this dependence 
exhibits an intercept B(RIF )! i , which reflects internal friction. This intercept, however, is 
much larger than  (for  N !1 ) in contrast to the additive internal friction model.  At the 
same time, the existence of an intercept and the non-vanishing loop formation time in the 
zero-viscosity limit also contradicts the multiplicative model, which predicts ! loop to 
approach zero as !s " 0 . 
 In contrast to the linear growth of ! loop with viscosity found at high viscosity, the 
actual viscosity dependence of ! loop ("s )  is highly nonlinear, resulting in a zero-viscosity 
limit, ! loop (0) , that is much smaller than the intercept B(RIF )! i obtained via extrapolation of 
high-viscosity data. Instead, ! loop (0)  displays an even weaker chain length dependence of 
N1/2  and is inversely proportional to the capture radius, a result rigorously proven in 
Section 4.5.2.  
Internal friction is just one possible cause of nonlinearity of the curve ! loop ("s ) . 
Competition between quenching kinetics and intramolecular diffusion, for example, may 
also lead to a nonlinear viscosity dependence151, which is well approximated by a power 
law,  ! loop ("s )#"s
$ ,$ <1 , that has a shape qualitatively similar to that in Fig. 4.2. 
! i
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Although the dependence ! loop ("s ) presented here differs from a power law in that it does 
not approach zero as !s " 0  and it becomes linear as !s "# ,  it may be difficult to 
distinguish between the two cases in practice, given a typically limited range of 
viscosities accessible experimentally. Thus any experimental observations of curvature of 
the dependence ! loop ("s )  should be regarded with caution.   
4.5.5  Comparison with experiments 
Do experimental measurements of loop formation times in unfolded polypeptides 
bear signature of internal friction? As internal friction effects tend to be more pronounced 
for short chains, we have looked for signatures of internal friction in the data reported by 
the Kiefhaber group90, 91, who examined unfolded poly(Gly-Ser) peptides consisting of 
short, 3 to 14 repeat units at different concentrations of denaturant. Based on the results 
of ref.94, we further expect that internal friction effects, if any, should be more 
pronounced at low denaturant. However, decreasing the denaturant concentration was 
also found to result in a decrease in the dimensions of the polypeptide, an effect that 
reduces the loop formation time by enhancing the spatial proximity of the loop ends. To 
model the latter effect, we have subjected each monomer of the RIF chain to an attractive 
harmonic potential, as discussed in the Introduction and further detailed in the Appendix. 
The strength of this potential was varied to reproduce the experimentally observed 
dimensions of the unfolded peptides91.  
  With this compaction effect accounted for, we find remarkable agreement 
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between our simulated data and the experimental data, provided that internal friction is 
assumed to be completely absent (Fig. 4.6).  
 
That is, the speedup in the loop formation times with decreasing denaturant concentration 
occurs entirely because of the enhanced spatial proximity of the loop-forming groups 
afforded by chain compaction, consistent with the argument made in refs.90, 91. While we 
      
Figure 4.6: Comparison of simulated and experimental loop formation times.  
Experimental end-to-end contact formation times of a (Gly-Ser)14 
peptide, as a function of  the  denaturant concentration90, agrees well with 
the CRIF model (see Appendix for details) assuming zero internal 
friction. The model was parameterized to reproduce the experimentally 
measured end-to-end distance of the peptide at each denaturant 
concentration91. Here, the simulated polymer had a chain length of  
and the Kuhn length was chosen to be equal to Å (i.e., roughly 5 
amino acids). The value of the capture radius of Å was chosen to 
match the experimental data at 7.6M GdmCl.   
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would expect internal friction to be more prominent at lower denaturant concentrations, 
thereby opposing the speedup caused by chain compaction, we did not observe such a 
trend in our comparison, suggesting that internal friction effects are negligible for this 
particular experimental system. This conclusion is not a surprise considering the reported 
near-direct proportionality between loop formation times and solvent viscosity (i.e., no 
intercept)90. 
 We do not expect, however, this finding to be general. It is plausible that foldable 
polypeptide sequences (i.e., proteins) would exhibit more pronounced internal friction 
that could be observed in loop formation experiments. Indeed, recent work from the 
Lapidus group95 suggests that the internal friction effect on loop formation times in 
unfolded proteins can be quite significant under conditions close to native.  
4.6  Concluding remarks 
Motivated by the recent success of RIF in describing FRET-derived relaxation 
timescales of unfolded proteins under near native conditions94, here we have extended 
this model to include hydrodynamic effects and explored its predictions for other types of 
experiments, particularly those probing the rates at which sequence-distant segments of a 
polypeptide chain form a close contact. We find that the manner in which internal friction 
manifests itself in the latter type of experiments is generally neither additive nor 
multiplicative, in contrast to the predictions of simpler, phenomenological models. Thus 
our theory offers a nontrivial experimental test of ZIF/RIF through a systematic study of 
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loop closure rates in unfolded proteins, of the type reported, e.g., in refs. 88, 90, 95, 152-157. 
Such experimental validation is particularly important since the definitive elucidation of 
internal friction and its microscopic origins through detailed molecular simulations is 
generally hampered by the high computational cost of such studies. For example, the 
typical timescales of internal friction, ! i , observed in ref. 
94, which are in a 10-100 ns 
range, challenge atomistic simulations of those systems since simulation times that are 
orders of magnitude longer than  would be required to generate converged results and 
test the specific predictions of RIF or ZIF and since enhanced sampling methods such as 
replica exchange are unsuitable for computing dynamical properties.    
  Given the abundance of intrinsically disordered proteins, protein dynamics in the 
unfolded state is of significant interest in its own right. Yet much of the past investigation 
into internal friction in proteins focused on its implications for folding. While addressing 
this issue is beyond the scope of the present work, it should be noted that the formation of 
a single contact may be viewed as the simplest model (or at least a caricature) of folding. 
For example, a model of this type, called Generalized Rouse Model, has been used to 
study various aspects of biomolecular folding/unfolding dynamics158, 159. It is then 
plausible that some of the findings reported here may shed light on the highly discussed 
role of internal friction in folding. In particular, our results suggest that faster folding 
processes would be impacted more strongly by internal friction, which may explain the 
lack of detectable internal friction effects in earlier folding studies160. Of course, the same 
prediction is made by the additive internal friction model116, 119, 147, where the effect of the 
! i
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internal friction on the folding time ! f  amounts to an additive constant, ! f "! f +! i . 
Thus for slow folding, where 
 
! f ! ! i , the effect of internal friction is predicted to become 
negligible. Our results for loop closure, however, show that this additive model is 
inadequate. That is, if one extrapolates the loop closure time to zero solvent viscosity, the 
resulting intercept is not simply equal to the internal friction time ! i  but rather itself 
depends on the entropic cost of forming the loop. For example, increasing the polymer 
length to slow down loop closure will also magnify the internal friction effect. However 
the internal friction contribution into the contact formation time tends to have weaker 
chain length dependence than that of the solvent friction and so the relative effect of 
internal friction still vanishes in the N!"  limit. 
  Although structural biases and sequence effects are arguably important in the 
dynamics of unfolded proteins, particularly under conditions close to native, this and 
earlier94, 105 work suggest that such effects, at least on the average, may already be 
captured by polymer theories. In particular, introduction of a non-specific 
phenomenological internal friction time constant and a simple compressive potential 
seem to capture the experimentally observable trends in both the chain reconfiguration 
dynamics and statistics. It should be emphasized, however, that molecular understanding 
of these phenomena remains limited and further insights will likely require extensive and 
challenging atomistic simulations.        
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4.7  Appendix.  Compacted Rouse with internal friction (CRIF) 
When the amount of denaturant is decreased, the spatial dimensions of an 
unfolded protein are expected to decrease. While this effect can be captured by coil-
globule transition theories104, those theories deal with statistical properties rather than the 
temporal evolution of the polymer. To account for the collapse of the chain without 
sacrificing the simplicity of the RIF model we adopt the approach described in ref. 94 to 









!       (4.34) 
where kc  is the spring constant of this potential. We refer to this model as a “compacted 
Rouse model with internal friction”, or CRIF. Of course, this potential breaks 
translational symmetry and so CRIF would be inadequate as a description of translational 
motion of the protein, but it remains a physically sensible description of its internal 
dynamics. As previously discussed94, a potential of this form does not change the 
eigenmodes of the Rouse model and only modifies the equation of motion for each  mode 
(cf. Eq. 4.8) by shifting the associated spring constant to kp !"#p + kc . Various 
statistical and dynamical properties of the CRIF chain, such as the spectrum of 
reconfiguration times, can then be obtained in much the same way as for RIF (cf. Eqs. 
4.14-4.19). In particular, the rms distance between a pair of monomers, n and m, can be 
obtained from Eq. 4.7: 
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rn ! rm( )2
1/2
CRIF
= 3kBT kc + k0"p( )!1
p=1
N





where the equipartition theorem, stating that the mean potential energy stored in a three-
dimensional harmonic oscillator equals kp X p2 / 2 = 3kBT / 2 , has been used. CRIF was 
found to correctly reproduce the collapse-induced changes in the chain statistics 
computed for more realistic polymers undergoing the coil-globule transition 94. In this 
respect, CRIF is a more realistic approach to modeling chain collapse than simply 
reducing the Kuhn length b or, equivalently, increasing the bond spring constant k0 . 
Indeed, in the latter case the Gaussian random-coil statistics would be preserved so that 
(rn ! rm )
2 1/2 = b n !m 1/2 , a result inconsistent with simulations as well as with physical 
intuition 94.   
  In our comparisons with experimental data we assume that the chain is a Gaussian 
random coil (i.e. kc = 0 ) at high denaturant concentrations. We then use kc  as an 
adjustable parameter at lower denaturant concentrations such that the dimensions of the 
CRIF chain given by Eq. 4.35 matches experimentally observed values of the rms end-to-
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